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The Woman's Misaienary s- 'ety
of the First Methodot al .11 (Id
• gonetal ii.eetilm. at I • • !I
Monday. Jaic ea. a Ii', a
:melee "iii ..k luta hem te.
toe regulat metnben it P.
t.11t After a bountiful hi esic was
served the presidene M... Alf
Ilnrideeik, presided over the meet-
mg A !alert business seat /1:41 Ass
held during :theft a pledga far-
% me we-. 6111-4•I'Vt 41 Reports a ere
haute ba the diffeient ()Hort.; Fite
program was presided over by 'ars.
smith Atkins. whit Iliad prepared 3
enjoyable prugiam Mss Ea-
.1.11.e Grynies lead an intertameg
tevetemal lesson A sta.. by Mss
Rata Fields. aceempamed I.y %La
claret:cc Maddox entitled -Thu
Vi.ate ot God is Calling" was en-
.a.tat by all present
After the prograni the pledge
cards were signed and the meetir.g





.%rt Department of the Eta-
t ai Women's Club met Saturday
afternoen with Mrs J E. Fall at
her home on Vine-st Miea Mary
Mretin erectile,' over the meeting
lime i. iesimiation el the at...a-
men. Mil P R Butford has been
accented it •ensii regret A aim::
teisiness session wag held Those
who hash part on the program cf
which MN Jake liudlesten was
leaden were MIN Sarah Meacham
and Miss Mary Malin) Articles
were read t.t, "Art" and 'Tanen
lake!) from the Clubwoman of
Geeetin Fetteratian and an article
eua read from the Art Digest Miss
MAIN Rovster very interestinel3
io.e -•Hcl! Sent Forth A Raven"
_U the close of the program the
meeting was adjourned to nieet
again in February with Mrs Satat
sfeacham on West State Line
Two viistors Acre present. Mia
%V W Morro. and Mrs A I. Mar-
I,0 ef Nashville with one new
vt t•I Mrs Payne
andillisgasea.asa:.
1 i;i• .111111;ii
C11111 1 V. III 1; „;•• I ;;,••
tniil ,w1I VIL• „Plus hold III ;0,11 ; • ; .;
All atickets ale 11#.111:11.1 no, maial
wits'l came scheduled rol eamon
and 1117 for Hicknetie Came will'
moven.. le Hickman next wee.: and
in Fulton. Monday morning. Janu•
.iry 27 
1Ste...Meet; cases appeal iii Ilie
4.rdarary docket at Fulton. (Mee IA;
tPie continued equity ttotket tea
011 the appearance or. Iii diii ket.
eight on the imptairinice roues deta
ket and nineteen eni 1i11.
.6"ealtil 411044.0 W1111 1•11.,111 til thy
comitamwealth mama felenv chants",
at Ilialmien. 17 Niles are coo
wiled oo donor)., lei, appe iv ems i;
••111;1;iry. 111r1 111'.4.% i 1/11t11111Pd vaulty ,
11; I.'34CS ion the 1111101.11111101. (flinty
.leck. a and MO 1:11.#1.4 011 the C
mi .11W i'silt ii docket Thirteen 4.4 the
(*enema's...faith me feller.
charge.
III 'if IN S SI)E.NTS
TItl%1 NIARTIN 3: To 33
kolteir. Independent liasketeers
had; as thew hien,. WiHne.'1 ;.
Ille nett makeis of Salina :tad Sa
leafed by the very close score of
late f  Martin rn which they de-
37 to 33 in a game as tight as has •
La. nem, vim on the cello this
. year
Tiu, score ear; dendlocked lila 11,1•.
; Lan eight time!: from begining
lend with Fulton holding the least
I at all LifnC5 WWI the exeeptions of
am time nthird inn
Mat till 'tutted ahead by tilt 'saint%
'the mere WWI tied time u. the brat.
twice in the aeciaia I. there times in
him hind and twits. le the fourth
The Score:
FULTON ( 37 , POS 033 MARTIN
"CAPTAIN BLOOD," MIGHTY PICTURE Of THE YEAR AT THE ORPHEUM THEATRE SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Fulton County News
l'our I .11.111 And Holm. - Superior Coverage
...01101•=1•100%••••
I it 1111(11. 
,i1 I it it t; I tHOu 
I ,fliCH FiI-1v.17t 4 t
.....••••••••••.MP••••••••••=t* •W. C T. U. IA MEETING'CITY NATIONAL BANK iS Wig! THIS TERM ROURY IN GOOD SWII FULTON GIRLS 'HAPPY' ARFN IS!iiPE O WHIESDAY BOARD OF DIRECTORS CIPCIII GAT DOCCEI !ITING TUESDAY DRAW TROY IN MEET glilED BY AUTO„‘; 1; i.4•111 i.
liii Ii Wedimainy aftellioon, inn.'
15a, with Mrs Luke Munneyham
1..1 1111 tat, Ia
"f 11 1 "./1-; 11/...1•1.11 IA WI .1
T/1/11' 111 V11/1
1/V :1 very interestma die
..aaaail read la all , Ed Perattlimit
mime lea, the 111th ehaptel of
1.111:0'
1111. !".1.11.0i4.11 iii ihi.t it u.i 11,t the
aftvi tIr.4,II was Prayer 111,.
Bet 11111ger 'is ye a Vet V :1111/11)pre
ate reading eht it led, aCablegt ii iii
t„ Heaven Mr, W. IN Mei,. •
aryl Mrs .1 11 Cesium gave triter -
feting Mika tai Ampler, Hew It
Affecta the One Whi. think:. It and
iii', t'; Thee Leved Ones" Mrs E.-
11/ Herting gave a rimer( on "What
Vital Prayer Weuld for A1111'11-
./4 I1 P14;',11* Would Oni tat Got
Lead Them." The minutes %vs II
read by the secietary, Mrs Ed lam-
.• I. arid ihe
rover. Miat
1,V Mortis 11`.••1 .; 1 lipping whicl.
oive tin 41CenUIII if Ssliernes
Nitaliville, Tenn • who spoke heft iii
tIn- FatitcatomaI and stated
Mat "(aqui,' llas Not Wu
At the close of the program thr
i..1.*P11^1.1, WAS closed with ;gayer by
‘lrs. Luke Mooneyham, and ;A-
i/turned until February.
- - - --
HAYNES OPENS NEW
1 IlEATRE AT CLINTON
IVill U. Haynes of lbsIgcly. Te
who owns the Strand Theatre here,
/awned a new theatre at Clinton
the, week. Mr Intylles operate,: a
elenti of tiiCiiti e. iiiTr:mesa-fa
Ki mucky and Ai kanws
The new theatre at Clinton is
modern throughout, eat) inter.or
4h/orations and seating arrange-
ments attractively done This thea-
tre is nit enly die operating iii
Hickman ecunty
si ming (---- --- -
,GENERAL MEETING Of' Williams HG
VW. U. S. OF ME. CHUKCH 
; at lou IA;I
Gore (10) RE




Its HetItler; of the City National
Bank ems heal Tutsulay afternoon.
fellowing directors and offi-
ceri were iraeleatial for the new
year et Vela
W „ ams ltrowder, W.
A Tel i N E 10' Kim-
intim I. F .1 la Davis, C.
It Will:aria :Ind I. II Weaks, Di-
leatee,
Meer. W W. Moil... President,
ham, 11...1d1•111, I;
Ae!,1,•,• Vici,•ilre.",,If.mt: C1/.1 11.
C:1 •lit-i. (Ii-' Ii I
1'1"111. A's'.r 1 /1111 C11/1111.1.
The City National 13enk a a :111./#1..
1.1 r the lactlet at Depeot hoer-
.11141. Veneta:Ilion. At the clew. fit
Iiiat a laccesither 31, 1935. this
Imo.. hail 11 capital, surplus and Iii -
di' 'dial profit.. twang* $140.(iou,










I During, apeeial meeting if the
'Ministers' Aisociation of Fulton onTeeaday meriting, presided over by
(the preauhao Rev 11 I)
cuesion amused on gambling
and slotonachme operation in this
city Several of the Fulton pastors
were present with few austneas
men by invitation
Rev Ryan tantited eut that :11 -
lion is to be taken %tape out
gambling and slet-machmes which
are being operated in Fulton Out
ing this month. short 5-minute
havealks  been is-en each Sundae
from the pulpits. in order to arouse
public sentiment against these vicesi
Rev. Ryan said, if more drastic sc-f
non is necessary that will be taker.
is Young will go to
Santrday w here
st ,1 V k with her
's• .,• .; ‘1, W M Potts,
M., Ph Lone spent the
tII v at. filen& and rein -
:St Lams Na.
The amlual meeting of the Ken-
tucky Federal con or Hamernattees
will lane place the last day of the
.14th annual Farm and Home con-
vention to be held January 26-31
at the Kentucky Agricultural ihra
!-seronent Station at Lexington.
,Mra W M. Olivet. of McCracken
County. president of the Federa-
tion, will he in charge of the pro-
DEATHS
1iItt. %KENDALL
What At ill LH:: 11,114it iii 'Ito'.
at I's?" was the auleect of lie article
'Jead by 'I'. M. Frariklin benne the,
R.Oury Club Tut.s.ray Mr Frank'
liti who was in clung. 4.f the dayo I
piogrimi, commeated Iii oily De
mtoeluel.,1 1,4,1,1 owt,
voltural op,ent fo, the Illitior ren
It System
NI, Fallow made at, mteit..tar.:
mar 1 1/ 1 the fluitui '111113111M, ;4114
,E1.-0(41 that a setter. of (limy toll
taat'tinns be held tem
• a a :Imam Selo, -a III
:a oil It ' t: pt.
t• CittintI t to. Cttt.0.1
Nit K Kos eendail died fa
die; Jamey' 10 at lici 1,1
Ihmietiville. Okla late body an is,-
rat tut Failem Saturday and was
taken to the Ilernbeak Funeral
llonie where funeral services WC; 1.
conducted Sunday afternoon at 2:e0
o'cloi•k by the Rev. Woodrow Full-
er Burial folloved at Fairview
cemetery it, charge of Ifernimak
Undertaking Coin pony
She is survived by her husband.
lIt v W K Kuvrendall of Holden-
1111(. oily-daughter, Mr. It




Mrs. Cattle lamten died alon(tay
January 13, at her home near Un-
ice.. City, Tenn. Funeral services
were held at the Ilorntx.ak Funeral
Home conducted by the Rev E. R
Ladd, pastor of the Cumberland
Presbyterian church. Burial toll/ac-
ed at Camp Beauregard She is .r
%avert by ene brother. A ta Het taa
at South Fulten and one sister.
Mrs. Jim :ICU 0 1.11'411 V:t1
ley. K-.
‘111)%161IT 'MOD To DE
GIVEN AT ORPIIEI tI
!opecuil midnight show in schea-
uled ter the Orpheum Theatre here
readay night. January 21. Karsten
'Will Id famed magician will give a
linsterious demonstration In his
vehnis act. and RKO-Radirt Pic-
; nues presents a new mystery thrsl-
iler • '1st o in the Dark"
- -
RUST KV, FINANCE CO.
NANIEs DIRECTORS FOR TEAR
IA helpful in bring•
mg Amur hett..$ farming cenditians
_
"FAST OF' JAVA" AT STRAND
HERE SUNDAY-110NDAY
-
• Jungle madness --troptcal lever
et --- hunger wild :Animals --lack of fire, a raging laPtionn• alove-triangle
All them are found in ''East of
shiming at nit. Strand here
Senday and Momlay
lit the exciting scieentday. whtch
ttponts 111 the East African port of
Simla. Sao. Bickford is cast as anAmelia:10 gangster 'teeing from
lett...ties, "(a" men. Knowing that
ii wariant is about tu be served on
lain. e tlees the port on a Chinese
tramp to anima which is hurled
against the reef:. of a jungle island
swith a beautiful girl. and five other
roterful humans, hut wild beasts,
including lions, tigers, jackals and
hyenas hoaard. A picture filled





Sales circulars for Franklin's lag
annual January Clearance event
have been printed and mailed to
those residing in this territery
Many unusual values are featured
in this sale, in order to clear new
winter merchandise to make room
fOr incomom aping wear. Mr.
Franklin points .'tit Seldom is seen
such outstanding ,pu.11iT t auch
hie' cos' he said
FRANKLLN'S STORE ROBBED
OF SIMI IN MERCHANDIsE
ROL/bels hr,,ke inte Franklin's
trie annual stoclill-Idtrs Store Saturday night by .smachmg 
the glass in the front duel Themeeting of the West Kentucky Fi-
f, lins mg board of diret trim ar.d several 
assay
tts,"svh'irtsglandd-
nance Company. Monday night. the stiliti,ense-estmgc:i rseledv
efficeis were elected: hats, and several pair et shoes It
HOMENI 1SFR% FEDERATION Ira W Little, Arch Huddleston is estimated that around 5l5 fl" inTO MEET JANUARV 31ST W s Atkins. N. G Cooke. ft H. merchandise was stolen
Wade, Joe Browder and L J Cie- - --
1 POINTSmerits, Directors, Ira W Little, DORAN MAKE 0
I E oNAsPresident. Arch Huddle Vice- IN GAME IVITI
President; N. G Cooke, Treasurer:
W S Atkins. Secretary and General i The South Futter: High SchaalManager. basketball teams played a well at-This cempana waa organized intended double-header at the SouthJanuary. 1926, and the report made Fulten gym Friday 11,01, %tMonday night indicated the eon- Gleason, Tenn.
timed growth of this organuatienDean Thomas P Cooper vu ill be
the first sneaker at the annual
homemakers' luncheon, wnich 15 TUESDAY NIGHT CLUBthe closing feature of the colleen- Miss Sara Butt was hostess toLion Mrs B. F Whitrner. of Muh- Lei !midge club Tuesday night at. leriburst county, also will spent 
her home 1'11 Peail-st Three la-Speakers at the morning session!, ,ins-hide Mr "r's John Land. Garrard ;" of players were present ehichcuinity. Mrs. F N. Triplett. Hen- included club members and these&man count'', Ma& T, F LYnvil isitors Mealames Lawrence Hot-and Mrs IV E Haettcla• E3Yetti an,f Uel Killebree and Burgess, county. Mies Grace Frysinger.:Washingten. C. and Miss Lucy .Wamttoni Emma:, Miss Myrtle Weldon, state At the end ot sevreal games of'teader of home demonstration /1.1#1)4.10 high score among the %%s-altine.: still milline homemakers', dots W:1N held hs• Mrs lamrcncemara ta. the year Mrs. Luther:Holland who received an Aittat,Niadison county, will Rivesecretary's report, and Mrs Will nee salt and pepper set \les Con-
sz!am• Wa'ren county, the tieasu, ache Brann held club merrawasr:r's report hIgh Eloctien will IV` f 11 se
Seth re and was presentoci beauof officers 
for the d,rectors of the five ril,-•. ems met the posts of president At a late !lout the hostess seived
.11,4s's'Present 
director, aret 111.11COUS salad courseM's. J H taurence. Purchase di'' 
MrsTheo Posey. Pennyroyal. ; EL'LTONIANS ATTENDMrs rune Doelckner. Centra:, DINNER Is M.\ VFIELDMra T N Cotton. Bluegrass. an.1 
Mr 
and mrs Joe KasneMrs. Kate Childers, MountainApproximately sawn women children. Mildred and Paul aedfrem 27 counties are members of i Louis Kasners, attended a turthdaYthe Kentucky Federation Detests- dinner Sunday night in Mayfield.ts, ,s will attend the state meeting• , -• every county. About 4004! won•..liers are espeeted
which was given in honot of Joe
1..00kofsky land Melvin
1,, to, 'llui I Dibtr,ct
lamkethall tournaments were male
at Union t'ity this week at a mrat
ing of diiectors South Fulten bine
drew Greenfield, while the girl,
are rcaraltiled t, tritet Troy first
The lama. Murmur...tit will be
held at Greenfield, Fat, 27-20 The
aid:: will el:ah m Iii (.50(11). till
‘1111.U10 5 7
111 so • l'oh:I.ITN,.'1111.. flreeoficlo
Wtt.trIloittl ,.vet ft seeded In lilt
th a v.', t.tts Oh' -.redo('
te-snu,s %ere Dow., PrOrni•r,-.,iift.
it•itt,,I tt•t i Soul! Fulton
/ 111I. 15.1,5. teerea•
mem la mama lin anal ea
Tee. 'fiptenviiie
/111.'1 P1111111.1 s lb. , (7/14.i.11
f11.111 S##11111 F11111,, 1/1‘. /14.11
(.11 11(#1111.11.ak
Hall lVmstimat
litawl;IgS ii 10. 0.11111.1
1)1X11• 1'11110' CI1V W#11/1
1:11111 70111-. 111/1•111#(./1!. (;1#.ristp,
(;(4-1.111,(.1q P#.1 11.1.1./,
1)11..#111•11 • 1)1111,11 Kf.f
V,4 51I111,11 Vlaaa, Hall a, Time.,
vele Ti.(0. !;,,tot, Ftaif,,„
A I: mama,. eve
-unit near the old Doc Namies
meet sn the Fulton-Martin high
, v hen Ile vol struck 1.4' /1;
/111111MithilP dliVI•11 his' ii to r Rival
I log evf ,:,11/It ns ito„., , )iike•t tira.Ten,n.0.
heghis' a'
'mill m. alleged It, Mee targered I
fa, if ra 1, • 11 jOs 41•11 Unttilt•
to+, , se rlitvelhott
Vt•,,eral r.ert. tee, 1,4 Allen sa
ci (aa.a. ahoreh,
, •.• II Te Satelm.
11;:o -f'; tem aens. Marion iin-i
and WU. 1111110111n.
I/11 #.I autemobile acme
..lete 1.1,111•!1 Saturday and Sat-
tirdi... i;101/ (')nit en the Clintim
Ilia, it amour mitirma re•
I. 1 a .0. 0"•I' everhead rail
. lama. ,;11 Ftate Line %liven
a,..111...• tort 11;1• MAV11011.1 high -
ea5 beta as It W.iter Valley and
14 11 1 v. i v lont. serious!!





LI MURRAY STATE COLLEGE
-Avisert. Ky. Jas. le,- The late-
- t -,-cht:;')a nee. playing le(By Mia- II, nu • riadale west will be in NlayThere's (a.m. a ...lona nem lame ,mar, Kr•ni,,,•kv .,n Monday night;too Itete at M S C this yt.:t i :to :is ,r,•1.1 ;if leofernit,
'those that I Miro. of eff-imrease • ti le Paigadeis. sponsored by th,
j are Juliari allanaann• Iferelei aa •me. me. 'sal play for the third an -'Doris Plushart Harry Brady. Jame •,.,4,1 President's Ball in that eitt/Byrd, Rebine Clark. Frances Cot,. T s• Ball is being held thiee daa
Hagler. Katiamine Bendurant- Aa '
Walken. Janice Puckett. Nell Dee : , ..sti.ref.cr.Itt.hayn.itousulhaimsaai rordenr tenrto,int,:
!,,f in aurrounding towns,:nes !Mans. Frances Poyner Chris Thu earning of the "Ifeidt of enItin.• Beach Melte Batts. Stable mitaitimeuta It. this section of the1Willianv,,n, A iten Thaca •
and atnod 
be
Iciante loversiReI.lor Ward Burnett.. cot ft's irsusic locf• Kaa Kyser awl his bamt
in the satne coy last mni.I, Extract leap "Sports Spasms.; The Brataders cemprise one;column by the Cellege News sports . ..f the largest enteurages. of an3ieditor, -No sooner had hte foot- ,"rchu-trii currently engaged in
s'-a-son draw" wall dote tilantr."igand Imnaelieliftes rfhort4Ontsio ek7asdalbt Zin'those 'M fellers' start courting. with ,!ing to listen The orgarazatron will!Captain-elect Julaie lienda -son bring twenty-five people to Mayleading the parade.'• In frat ....useeat fnice.clde;satar•hosefor veorysaprtilityu•.0 milaukndesrectli
'Fulton will probaell flea •. 
instrument, t., be kept on themuch ef allarisere any infrri: even stand, and ten spec.al entertainerswhen school's eat_ except as he The latter will include Bob McCm.114',4•S thr(rUgh nfl his tC:is tr1 Clinton singer of stirring bass solos. Char-
les Goodman. teirt me crooner ot
In the opening game the South
Fulton lassiea defeated the Gleasea
girls by the score of 102-3 Dorm,
ACC forWarcl ton the South F1.111; ;r1
Angels. scored 70 of the 102 points
Allen scored 22 and H. oss 10
le the boys game the Glees.. .a




H Ross at RE Wilson
I Dean 7- I.F Hargrove
Allen 22 Motherall
Todd C Kennon
A Roo. no; Vinson
MaynardLC. Castleman
SubsIttuttons for S Fulton Bell,
Brooks, Scott, Matipm and Vaughn







, Although the 1935 Murray Cud- love song- iii the modern mood.liege Thoroughbreds. ciannleted the Steve Merrill. bias tenor soloist
worst footbail season in the history the Three Campbell Slaters: anaof the college. "Hansema s'. as quite four additional mernbeis of thea credit to Fulton in every game, Glee Ciub
1 and the: fact is recognized by his In the orchestra proper a few ofbeing elected captain for the 1936 t_he featured entertainers are asoroion at the Ttreds. He has prob- follous Alvino Rey. who is geti-i ably played, and played well, more erelly cmiceded to be the finestdifferent posmons than any other gpasaaserintaztiroyenrthninnethewheo•erisld.ablEerntoe:man on the team. Murray Coleg-i Ian, console themselves over the and does. hit F-sharp and G. note-unattainable by any other marup, disastrousness of the past seasonI with the thought that every college %Astor of the sliding instrumentI must have off years in football now
andThetheBrRigaaddeorsRacommbelerstn 'Mayfield
'and then (although this was M. S.
straight from the Drake Hotel it.
IC's firft and that Murray played
Chicago. where they have beer
the hardest achedue of her career
featured, at the same time broad-
' All of whir': is very true
- casting over WGN nightly at ithre•?, Just now, however, basketball and 11 4. and the Columbia Breadtprespects are looking as good as casting Sy.aem. every Thursday a'I the football season was bad at Mur- 9 00. Heidi came to Chicago follow'fay. The Racehorses started out by :ni: ;' three year engagement at ti ..
.•ppi College Indians to the tune of etre° Pri°r to that engagement ha
easily defeating the strong Missies- Golden Gate Theatre in San Fraa
.
41-32. with Murray in the lead all ni'lved successfully at the Hotelthe way. With three men on the Gibsen in Cincinnati. Hotel New'team over six feet tall, and three Verker in New York City. the K!imer exactly six feet. Murray Kat Cluh m London. Les Ambaso;Inatialtel:guisraesil set tsneoptiresil down some actin in Paris, as. well as countlessother famous resorts.
This band, with its unique anaEveryone here is all excited about diversified entertatamlett• will of-the big masked ball to be given :er to all lovers of music an even-!January 18 by the Portfolio Art inh of intense eniernent. ,as ":‘ I..: Cbelt,h1,..,slo!n : ,,lPthefireastmmprsk.edandbailsl to asas an opportunity to contribute toward the health and happ nesse at• he one •,he most elaborate and
alfa,rs the college has everSi'.'' Stet rob Fintonians are mem-hem ,-; the Portfolio Club. among
Pert:eta Chr:stineI D:, anti 1) 'its Bushart and Ito- ,berm Puckett, a forme* M S C stu-•Ion• I:/ the Fulton --------ma. ••\ poitfoitat, MR AND MRS HACKETT
CELEBRATE GOLDENThom'. students eon- Fulton wha 1% EDDESG ANNIVERSAREare v•ntors are lan-ertme the fact:that they won't be at Murray for i
• budding. ehich eontain thte ores gathered at the home o,
A number of friends and rel..:tae completam of the new health',
I'll-gest indoor swimming pool of Neuman-st, Friday. Januaralust'any college in the South I S U. to delightfully surprise them ,'has, and will still have, the larg- ;their 50th wedding anniversam.est. It'U be rather nice. treking out ,„across December snou for a little f"e °fle 
Pairr, to troptcal stalcrs of the pc,n1 and five friends wese present ar
enraed games, contests and a
; Mia Jesa latelds and Mrs C A. i 
f.orinal entertainment thiaughow
the afternoonBo • •. ad spent Viedneedas eith friends
NI! and Mrs Hackett eere preBOYS t in Memphis. Tenn
InnS GLEASON Mrs Henry Miller and Miss a
aented man' lovely and ususeful
LF





which %%ere attractively ai
m ranged in a beautiful golden pot
Aytor relatives
T Hobb Da•ersburg, Tenn with friends anti Delicious refreshments were en _
. loved
guts
R(.7. Miss Marguerite Walker has re-theetsl sirs sti
turned to her home near Paducahafter residing in Fill
LG
i seral months 
tnn f, thr pant Miss
her home or, Walnut-st
I
Hill is reported ill ates 
the country's unfortunate
of infantile paralysis--aince the
proceeds of the dance will. n: crews,
be c, n'.-,buted. to the Pro. deer
Birtleias Bail Fund, mhiall o




.1 PAUL BIJOKAAT, hior
uteti..1 si.it mama eke*, smatter
at the pest at Fulton,
Under the Act of Marsh D, 18.
l'ilt: b./ I. I(,\ ( 1 .N I ) I, lo',', KENTUCKY
field cannot amount to more Ukiah
two million. WOLID rrrjIn one sense, of course, all of the
pev..it,t on relief are unemployed
But it does not fellew that all of
them were employed before they
went on relief In the beat of
11131111011117TIUN RAIS4 titteren there ha: e eilwa5 9 ueen five ei
oggo yoar ...... ;lay six Million parsens witleuto lobs
lie IS:tenths ..... OU either /meowe they preferred hot to
Chivy Months  % • , a k ea were unable, for S ut anal
 tom:tie. to attach themselves to pay.
POLITICAL IMITATION-- rolls A 
Wig, proportion of their
leave always been recipients if!
charitaPale relief, and at is impossa. 1
A careful statisticion hia figured' ble to imagine a situation In %shish
oot that it would co•t eighty mil- 
there will not be a very large ntun•
lion 410/lais to conduct a nation-wide l bet, of people whowill depend for'
....mpsagn of political education that subsistence upon the rianerOsity of
would reach every voter In the 
, public or private teller orvainisai.
!hilted Stir', t Nothing lilts that lions
I* likely to spent th" In thu meantime. lit yes biro e
ear, leo the Indications are that , people are going back to work every
both major parties will spend more , day and the outlook is hopeful formoney than ever belore. between
now and November 
la job within a yeat ro so for every -
holy ! od). ‘% ho is willing and ablerhe largeo amount ot Jimmy' work
ever tweet in e politic:el campaign 
--------
iii America was in MO The demo. 
FOBLION TRAVEL "AT HOME"
(nets spent • shade over Devon mil-
lion dollars that year and the Re- Tourirt travel to America's is-
publicans about nine arid a half 
land raadi c .icreased
rndjiens Thiii included tAnii 
thelmore than one hundred psr cent in
national arid state campaigns and the 
past two years This is gratify•
awe, conducted by indeperidelit ins not only from the viewpoint that
groups . many Americans hove forsaken
There were i1d,772,695 %Ace east Europe to see the 
l'nited Siete. and
in that year, so the average amount its VSS51s1011S. but 
because iii
pent on each voter's political educe- • increasing curiosity on the part of
nun was somewhat under 50 cents 
foreign travelers to see America
That was not. of course, taking into 
Current t utrnoil in Europe has
account the thousands of meetings, 
pruetically banned that part of the
debating groups, and gatherings . 
globe so far as people bent on vaca-
which were addreued by volunteer, 
tinning are concerned, se America
unpuld speakers on belarif of one ne 1 s
party or another 1 It i acknowledged Ly all who
The Vnited States ir.perol% abcut have been there that Hawaii is one
three thousand million dollars a year of the few places on earth where
on Its educational system If one- the actuality more than justifies the
hundredth of that amount were 
descriptions It has the subtle
spent on political education it would charm of a foreign country. It has
cost but 30 million dollars a year all the glamour and color of the
Someone has put forward the bril- !South Seas And with all this it is
'rant sugaestion that the cost of America with all American convent-
political c.impaigns ought to be "(Ts. customs and transportation
borne t t7overnrnent appropria- ser"ce:
tions, sae e :0.1 Federal, apportioned Mark Twain described Hawaii in
among toe arties in proportion to terms that were almost delirious.
the nun a .r f their voters of the lett Robert Louis Stevenson wrote about
it Jack London returned again and
again. A famous American world
traveler of more than twenty years'
experience, rocently wrote " . . .
For decades we practIcIaly inun-
dated Europe ond its worn-out
old countries with our thousands of
tourists and their millions of free-
ly spent dollars. all of which earned
I us nothing but the thinly veiled con- ,
tempt of nationalities who too of-
ten, and frequently with outright
frankness, robbed us with every-
thing we purchased
"Americans are discovering that
America and its possessions are ac-
tually worth seeing first. Where
before the American family expen-
sively traveled to France. England
or Italy. it is now as often as not
investigating Alaska, Panama,
Samoa. and, more important than all
from tile viewpoint o !charm and '
iest aind climate, Hawaii
MAN WANTED-for Raleigh route
of SOO families Write today. Raw-
payrolls. the arerno:oyment in that lergh, Dept KVA-82-SA Freeport Ill
"
previous e:ection. In some re-
spects that might be an improve-
ment over the present system of
raising funds by private contribu-
tions. That will not happen this
year, but it ia apparent that the
voters of the nation are going to be
exposed to a more intensive cam-
paign of education than ever before
ENEMIPLOYMENT
It is quite clear that nobody ha.
any exact information of the num-
ber of employable persons still un-
employable in the United States
That is, the number who would take
jobs if they were available To
the claim that there are still eleven
million industrial 5.1 orkers unem-
ployed. the reply has lately been
made, based upon Government sta-
trate!. that at no time, even at the
peek of prosperity, did Industry ever
arepino more than nine million per.
sirs. aad as there are now more
than seven million on industrial
SPECIAL
SUNDAY RATES
for _Long Distance telephone calls
AND
REDUCED PERSON-TO PERSON RATES
after 7 every evening_
.••• u -ti. tiolis in Ion.; dl>truee teleptiutar rates no.. in sleek
J P•Pt4 4:raster reOlbully In conducting vi or social aid birel.
,11 with people in other cities.
0 11.0 same reduced r•tes which bas• Leen In effect 1.hig
wtatlan-to•station sells after 7 P. Id., are now In elect
sin de* on most .4tades•10,•Stat1oci tells on which the
as. rate iSmore than iS cents
4111 Rates are now redo, eel ou Person-to•Ptreou calls ..',r. wilts
after 7 P. M., and all du. Wunder", on moot calls es whisk the
rise Statton•hu•StatIos rate Is more than 33 rents. Pre•losslt
Stattens..hi "tattoo r•te• were reduted at nimbi
I b4 •• nes loser -long distance- rate periods far Night and .46a
it.. calls will [stake the telephone mare guileful to more people Is
more ways. It aneana • broader eeraice at lower cont. Use 'long
aliarrace- freely to keep in touch with friend. and raieUve - So
. Lew up the week's unfinished 1-uattee••





t thesite..1.• suss. nioni us
1.. is.. sul ?Isom iis %log 04•449 Ile
iissi ass. 41•1•1•111 MON Set. a•ct10110
Cbsernitte. It C. 1.10 00 45 1.10 1.05 .411
inekiniev1110,11s. 135 00 •ii 1.711 1.20 at;
laesies011• Il• 1.45 •• 110 LSO 1.25 .00
Inleinel Its as. 1 40 III 1.2111 1 10 t.111
44044114. AM 1.40 All 00 talk I MI 410
reseahalite. Twin. 5.00 00 45 1.40 tie .45
1.5 1 10 .51 1.4.11 1.50 .8111nes Orionsm.11.a.
PI•4. York N.11. $AO 1.416 235 Si 7S 1.40 1.10
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.1.••.••1•••d
BANKING FIELD
IN RURAL AREAS
, American Hankers Associata,n
Announces Purpose to Com-
bat F!..ttain of Excessive
Number of Banks
CITES LAX CHARTER
POLICIES IN VW PA4T
lithe a Chief Cause of Bank Failoon
Was 're. Many Ranks-Ere:Ong
Suuad Hanks Illerettle
Cummueeties Well
NEW Voice - Ermilue coma
banks. repeal iy the small batiks Ill
the rural districts watch are nevem
their communities well, should be Pro
hicted from auy return of the over
banked loco. condition. caused by
former isa charteriug polOies, vhich
were meanly 1: blame fur the utifst
able Nettie record of the past, says the
/terminate rot,cy Cornailsalua of the
American Rat kers Assoc:halo:a This Is
brought out III a report covertna lit lo
vestigatiote In the c.nniutssioa of bank
failares and rin,lic policies In ' Arta
log bank,
"Tim e•asilielselon's etiely alies an
Imeie.die tett:Whin of bow peat a
trait inlJtaloai public polities in the
chartei his hanks Waved iii cresting
the unsound banking ,triiclure which
finally collrps %Ith the Kink Holiday
to Starch Hubert V. Fleming,
president of tire association, says In A
foreword
"Over productlidi Lisnls, liii tali
by thousands, oyes many vinare in the
Lace of insistent aa-niugs net only
from bankers end others who recog
tried tho danger. but even mare so from
the mounting records of bank failures
themselves. 's dearly show to have
constituted as a wools one of the great
set single ccouonlit errors In the history
of the Nation."
A Recurreact Feared
lie refers to fears of a recurreu..o of
over-banking recently expressed by
Fedora. bunking authorities, to the
powers given the Federal Deposit In
surance Corporation br the provision of
the Banking Act of 1935 over the admis
Mon of hanks to membership In the in
surance fund, to strengthened state
laws and to the policies now being for
lowed by both path:rat and state super
visory authorities aimed to safeguard
the nst:Dn egaiust over banking.
' But sound lass and conscientious
officials are not of themselves always
sufficient saf..guard in any tied of our
complex cattoual life unless they have
the active supoort of public opinion."
he adds. "It is the purpose of the *marl
can Banker a Asso:i.tiou to aid in mar-
pw,it,_ (I/1111;00 hi support of
both national . ii .ate supervisor) au-
thornier in thigh eft;,rts to strengthen
and protect the banking structure."
The Economic Policy Commission
summarises its findings In eart as fol-
lows:
'The fact. show a dt.,:t.;t calmsl re-
lationship between the ober chartering
of banks and the abnormal bank fail-
ure conditions that prevailed from 1920
to the bank bolidat in 1933 It Is desir-
able th-at studios be made on the basis
of experience to develop standards govt.
truing the nomber ot banks or the vol-
ume bank capital wlii; h chi; be au.:
cossfulty operated.
-Such a study wou:d erh`ora.e the
question whether banking fecilit.es can
best be supplied to the rural districts by
small unit banks or hy brew:hes from
banks of substantial capital in larger
:enters. Existing se ,ind banks. which
are serving their .... -ar..tin.ties well
sl.oald be prate, ted tr,;:n ani return of
the aver-banked ha al eond.tia. caasel
In is past by ist .L. rtel...e ;:t tes
lesakica Officials Quer.s.11
.in Inaulry CC. IAEA 0.4g.
mission:ere shoos a cnin
rou against lucoaostost rh. 'e: !ally the
number of banks. , the tact
that present laws .e tho..., sufficient
dirk retioa to prevent 1117)...'1*. 54; of th..
grave errors of the ;.,-t
"Under prevailing abiu ital cidadl
lions, with the Federal C. vernunent ex
tensively exer.1,Ine oan.ag pawers iii
competitioa with CI., nan'ia. and with
Industry Itself so :or •ani:ed with
fends as to reader it to • great degree
Ind o,w...lent of normal bank borrowine.
ti.e Winking structure even with its
preevnt reduced numbers, Ands it dift
ult to support Os existing ....IOW It
9e.tmeat sad operaere g peivarama
' These ar• Levy hole!? ititsivaitris
the need r tesaly and re
strictly* charted:4 ;. • We urge
Ms retirement of n.• i'....., GJeorn
meat from the L..C...1.1.1 i....3.4141101 as
tordlt as the •f T. - In•I boal
nese t I as vrsri.;:i '
Coaferenca on Backing
:AM YORK - t.. a -.0 states
..mference on hear aor - • • will be
held La tbe Amoral:a or§ Allen
C/all''.5 in Ptiladelpide • sr) 23 and
14 as a part or the .Issatuithm's ma
ttouatda pri.igrani •-m hanalng develJp
ment, I; has been annout,ce
R ,e7t V Fletaills president of the
aseociatiou will I , so1e ace:- the meet
:rigs. It Is stated that this conference
wiii be the Snit of sevcral to be bold le
various parts of the country presently.*
a pretreat the details of %va t- h ate now
'a the course of properatioi.
The general top; - of the Cularefeft...
eat embrace the arena/Intel. Waists
, Lives and op.! sth • problems caarroaied
tty an classes of tanks. Au outatamiena
i phase cu the meetings win be the de
' ,stopment of plans for promoting a
sensmi batter public indent/Ming if)











Every once in a while I discover
something to be thankful for. Hav-
ing hoard one the other day, I am
thankful the Lord did net make of
me a blues singer
I see where the American Feder-
ation of Labor has voted for a 30
hour week. This organization be-
lieves that by reducing the num-
ber of hours per week that more
men will be given employment lit
the opinion of the officers of this
association this Is the only way that
the unemployed problem Is suit g
to be solved
It is the belief of this organize-
tion that in as much all the intro-
duction of machinery it: industry
has replaced man power the situa-
tion can only be met by less work
hours per person that the available
labor hours may be divided among
more people who desire to work-
that it is either this or the dole
%via have to be installed as a per-
manent institution in this gocern-
ment
I believe that within the next one



















by .A. B Chapin




will be a good deal less ttu.ii that
now proposed I beleove that .is new
labor t.aving machinery is produc-
ed the man work hours will he re-
duced and shorter work
be necessary We should :Olive to
make the machine 011r slave instead
of inak-ink otwalves the alas e of
the machine.
The next problem will be that of
added leisure The IlldlyiduA who;
use:. bait extr a leisure it his oa n
education, culture and aavutice-
ment will profit because of it The
individual who uses hi';
lire wrongfully is going to unpoo
his efficiency at a a erkmaii. Lac-
ing will have grouter possibilities,
and, as a consequence, will be more
complex than it Is now
The tendency along the line sal
een toward shorter house In the
town neat here a few atolls ago at
was the custom for all metchants
to keep their stores open wall ten
or eleven o'clock every night Now
they all close at six o'clock and
things go along apparently as a ell
as they ever dui







stiuek the village and a course was
lard out Men who previous to that
never took an tinur off from their
business for any purpose Joined the
golf club and *tont many afternoons
without a thought of their businese
bumped along as well as
As far as I could seetheythihnaged
elude' tlie sixteen hoot a day
schedule I think tOey will under
the %house weak week a hen we
ioice uet Adjusted to it
I te:011 S% lien a farmer in trus
:-ect run V. lit, did hies chorea before
Lintel!: l000 was almo,t regardr1
taitleia Nov.-adays a man tith0
a lantern to get his chore
die in this section is looked upon
as a poor manager by his nelehhors
When tired, go time When yi)i,
want consolatiori. go home. When
tent:nerd. is 1, holy an optimist
world to make is a satisfactory ex-
you want to f.hov.. others that you
Reputauon is what num and vu-
men think of us, Character Is what
God and the angels ktuov of us--
Thuniaa Paine
Don't let yesterday. to ..ikes in-
trude upon your niind art ,!lp you
up today -The Kaleree,
- - 
-
The Easiest t h in"
You Can Do...
J
UST flip 3 555 itch with Ow tip 4
your linger and l am inst.mtly
ready to do sour tasks sslIctircr
they're hard or eas).
No need for you to go to our
nearest lArwerhouse .iftur me. No
need to telephone for mu. No netd
to write Jae a letter. N.) need to send
a messenger to get me. You simply
!hp the little swit:h. That% all.
Day and night, winter And sum-
mer, in fair weather and foul . . . .
our entire organization is on its toes
eager to see that you get satisfactory
service.
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY


































SMATTER POP— Sure! Go Out and Lase** Hatreds, Pop
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By C. M. PAYNE
TeoP
I he Answer.
FINNEY OF THE FORCE
Unfair
(so 'itEAD-
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BRONC PEELER Lots of Fun
1;wda %Apia Aadoi.
"oh art sopa doss sofas
Pot-If vs, shw* osi
ono SIsame 't et -
htsiet? ALT tivvito
Via wir9s.1.1-
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11 11.-v I looked al 11w erieSC
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VOU know. boys arid girls, one of the mr,..t horrible things that ern
happen to a per-am is to be buried alive. For a long tone I thought
it was absolutely the most horrible, but since I've read the letter I
got the other day from Edward V. Mei.ter, I've had to change my
mind about that.
For Ed Meister %< as ortolan! In a spot once, hack ha the winter of Ithd1-07.
that saw Ii hd than liLt inerelY hurled olive.
As a matter of fact he was burled alive, and his only hope in those
terrible momonts was that nothing worse would happen to him before
It was all over. For if Ed got out of that Improvised tomb of his. In
the one way he could imagine himself escaping, it would oniy be to get
eaten alive. And doggone it, who wouldn't rather be buried than
eaten?
From the of that List paragraph you'd think this adieritore happene4
In Africa or India, tir berg. isre plenty of old tombs to be herded Iii and
pletity of lions wad tigers I.. 14) I hi. eating.
You Can Be Eaten Alive in a Civilized Land.
Pitt it stuen.t uort fr.flar Ert omit into, isasti af.imil thatwas going tip do the HAHN:. so-- Fit's arlsehture tont/rid:ice rigid here in two
country- at Lisbon Fulls, Mnitie. In a pulp and 111111 that sae located
there.
Ed, then a boy of sixteen, had Just started working In the chip
loft of the pulp mill. His rob was to see that the big hoppers full of
wood chips were in good working order, and supplying a steady flaw
Of chips to tne big "digester" tanks down below•
he hopiers that Ed took care of Isere i .40 avian,'
log Pftlpth-lt. Huge 11, MVP) 41,1' 774•11111 171'0111:717 thl• 414. iii froth f14.10% and threw
thew into the tops •if the boreil.
Trapdcors Were the Mouth of This Cannibal.
vireo retip.i.,erti in the 11....r rq.enerl at Interial, I. let them fall Into the
dige.,ter- 1.1g, etienlical tatiks Ii Nub acids, ene of which to w..1 directly he
Death finch or :1,.•
Ed used to have to get down Into the hoppers to shovel the chips
this way and that, and there was a bell that rang Just before the hop
per trap was opened, to warn him to gel bark on the solid Moor.
kri•f hiey stio%eling i :1.! • U,.,r 1 hnsv Vt.;-'-
a-lien he stiii,elod some againo rti• sarroir,;: If
A Landslide of chaps was Falling From the Hopper.
The first Intimation he had that smith • wrong ens when. whnll
Illt.lti.1111C oil a bed of clips. chrettly over the trap, the 4.1...rwrj a 'Mont
1•417,111.:
It was a big pie of chips Ed was standing on. That saved him
froth an Immediate plunge into the acid sat below. As it was, he felt
the ground fall Tom under him as a ten or so of finely mashed *cod tell
froth beneath his feet Before his body went through the trap though.
the door closed.
I . of t ho• he vas ...afe from the iii!. Bt.: in the ISW:171111bi', a lanitsl.die
of' chip.. 45.45 III.' S/61-1, of the ti..pper.
Smother or Sizzle—It Was Ed's Choice.
T!ie ,dr !rem the sides of the %al (Nolf.f111 him tip to 11;* chiP-
Ii. Nork ii Teel' free, re•t lie C7,77l01) WitOve U Stripscir-aftd a.:
the tate. more pour.ug 111 !torn the conteyor twits, r • faiing en We
Ed screamed for help, but nobody heard him. He cried and shouted
again and again as the ris.ng tide of wooden splinters mounted to his
nose-his eyes. Oust got into his nostrils and choken him but hie
couldn't move a muscle to brush those chips away from his face,
eegan Ii, bud it difheult to tireathe, slid his re.ss...ited ?.iitiots for 'trip
were muffled to a meaningless gurgle.
There was only one nay Ed could think of to get out of that hopper. end
that wo111.1 send hint to a worse fate than was already his, soinete nos,
the trap woiiiit he opening for aniither hunch of chips, and this time f:d would
go a ith them -down into a sat fall of sulphuric le be eater, atoe ti) the acid
lielhor sting.
Even a Youth Sometimes Loses Hope.
And he began to non.?ir Then. *loch it .siond he - anen In The heir
por. ..r a more agonizirig death in the h4; digester tanks F. :rid helevi the .p..t
+Aber,. he tioN
The chips were up to the top of his head now-Ed was almost rent
pletely ccvered A kid of sixteen will cling to hope for a lams time
and it has to be a mighty tough spot that makes him lose It. But Ed
lost hope then, and gave himself up for lost
Then, esen as he Lot res..:no,1 him-Rif to fate, be beaed a 111311*11 7. ,17
Stl.,!Iline. Ti Was Walla... Fouler. the foreman. warntng the men ts low oet
7' . oer. and summoning h. lp to the sioor let biirted susi r h;.• head
t,.11 come tip to he I 1..p loft to See bon Ed was g. ttinr Ott, and
fout,i1 hint gelling on %cr.,' tis.1 ,
It took a lot if hat-.1 norl. *0 got Fit con of that chip b<-s, but alien they'd
.1u4: him 14•••!••• Win 1.1s j-,Te Thum art them.




Millions of Years Ago
("(-cads are menibere of in ancieni
?Amity 1...r more burner...Is In pill'
aces, Fossil sp.(4C11 are found In
many lands *here they floarished as
the dominant plant life niill;ons of
years aro,
call that era the. "Aro of
7,o0Ifiti5th, fettering twins
t•P ANN torvir‘l It as the "Ace oi
llentiles.- And If e h,eiag as the tat -
tam' all geological charts, notes a
writer In the los Ancelea rine*
Thls era In the worldsi history Is
mimed the !tresorede. a 'Greek word
meaning -middle" The earliest pe-
riod of this ert, termed the l'reta
e0,5115,, was rhoweth in shit Is called the
ace* of life! Irt‘ertet,rmes, ?Idles. am
phihians, repti‘es and MAmMals; thin
appearing in the latter pArt of the roam
mai rhsee, fel/owing the p:/a, fat or
age. The fourth one, are of reotoos
and e)C11.117, Imtsh4llately preceded rots
ens. *het. Australia existed must as
It Is today, wit% her kangaroo* ep
cads., and inv. fern*
Sifter that time tree ferns hare eir.
"eloped Is other tropteal bort* ("rads
In tropics and subtropies. Soot no rubel
types of kangaroos hats sppeared, inn
only one ether saiessi at *no sates
taisilt. the Aireoriesui Opettiortilt. Attlee
taneoiisl• vi.th the latter, ertuttaerre
eame the Ikrnerleatt eyeads, wf *1114
there are about NA ...peeler/. Thew. ars
rasher widely dilitethrat,ht user the tr.sr
kai and s-nhteopical part, of the West
era burnisphere.
Vie* eel Maw
tins dal Iter, *is MOOS !rein
partner% chlte's most tenneroint ,•
has ati historleal onsitii. At •
the river on tbe left Mal •
Nina del Mar is situated vas
Moir* ?ital.:* Ivreausir It yielded ma
sold from its *owl* Them
one Alonso Riseras diseeveroil • •
PATO SIMI as, &tie foe grape el,
planted a tines-ant and rotted It -%
dell Mar." rae ‘irreyard of the SNk
rea
In the mind arid heart. .% min mines
slowly or siti,tly. he 11.4.4 his work
slowly or t114iIII, according to the
energy that Is Ilu him. Rut the dire*.
thus it Ills lit.', this way or that way-,
follows the unseen Influence of a hat
he ailm.res and lu.s es
Henry Van Dyke.
mid !pellet es in.
T Kiii it uig Fat! in l'reliistorie
Arctic Circle Settlement
Prehh•torle knitting neuuuliu.s, hut.
1141.111 l'01111411 111111 111014.1111 il !HAMM.
bone hate been found In 1111 11111'14 111
/44.1t 11.1111.11t near 1111111.1 1116. Ilitf1111.1'11
S11141111. 11) .111 11411411111M N1.111 out 11)
the Institute iit .41i1liropoltigy aitul
Lihnography of the Academy of
SI Irmo.. or 01(.4'. S. S. It. It has es
IA I:II/ tOkio hies at pottery and
bone, • of whim!' are unique.
Vesicles knitting neeillen, combs and
spoons. they 1111 111111* 111111111tIlft.
for tilling fields, pleies of melting
mita for metal, 111111 110111'4 of animals
and birds which sill longer Ilhuiilill
Iii.' Vilma peninsula 1,11 %%hien lib
dorpsk stands The numerous remain,*
holm' shows that the peninsula
vehicle Is within the Art-tic circle,
ails  i dense!) populated.
13 Billions Is F,coniimie
:dile of 'fltomas Etlicon
Tito. to•oonoonsie vaille of 'Fliomas Eoll-
Non. oor the value of the equipment
.11111 del 1. va W1114'11 halVt. 111411 1111111t.
fl /.111 1114 IS estimated at $15 -
15 51,1541,11111k
'thin means that In  the lime of
Ids first patent ill loeol op to III" Pres
em Ii. has been resininsible for th.
pioduction of nearly SCANI.0100 worth
properit et ery 21 hours Collier',
'That Feeling
Y4111 410111 hate to know how to
It''. 1114` ft.1•1111;.: though pm





No twitter how many niedliined
you have tried for your cough, chest.
cold or bronchial Irritation, you can
get relief now with Creoinubilon.
Serious trouble may too brewing umi
you connot afford to take a eloutco
with anything less U1/111 Creisind-
glom which goes right to the seat
ef the trouble to aid nature to
Boothe and heal the Inflamed mem-
branes as Urn germ-laden phlegm
Is loosened and expelled.
Even U other remedies havo
failed, don't be dlseouraged, your
tirugglst Is authorized to Ktuumitro
Cretanulslon and to refund your
Money If you aro not Satisfied with
results from the very first bottle.
pet Creomulaloo right, now. (AdV.1
RHEUMATISM
1. lee Trial Rehr!
Ifighly Moreljhre 41 ia C.71411ola
No mattor 11"w lone You hair. wet-
/cond. try Ih• nowlIcal .11mor44-7/
Itulozol, endorend by II. :00 olty•I,Inn•
arol many thoulusni• of former victims
who now work PISS anti swain enjoy Hr.Poison n4.1.1 rry•14418 arrlod by lbw
Into belly thumbs and Joint• rause
Ito* paln• •Iirfoungt yt,...-
Istallton orur1t1c orlatlea. lun-hato
411ft.olv. and totpel arlf1
ery•oo. •n4 no 'On ro.11of writ. 10
Doll 1. Mnilh••• 1.allotralrolt.a. 111
17th ,b;,o Tork 1.,r• for an •boto-
lut•ty Irree Trial Ti..' / of Itufootal.
How Calotabs Help Nature
To Throw Off a Bad Cold
Millions have found in Calotabs a!
most taluatile aid in the treatment
of colds. 1 hey take ono. or two Lob-I
I. IS the lint night and repeat the
third or fifth night if needed
How do Calotahs help Nature!
one of the most thorough and de-
throw off a cold? First, Calotabs I
pendable of all intestinal elimmants
thus cleansing the intestinal tract of I
the germ-laden mucus and tome,.
Second. Calotab.s are churetie to the
kidneys, promoting the eitinirtation
of cold pot.Non.s from Us- ss 41'111 Thies
Calotabs :-,erve the doubk purpoo. of
a purgative and diurtittc, both of
which are needed in the treatment
of colds.
Calotabs are quite economical;
only twenty-flte cents for the Lowly




THE best New Year's resolution you
can make is to put your car, truck, tractor,
and all Your farm vehicle, on Firestone
Ground Grip Tires.
These remarkable tire, make their own
road - wherever they go. That is why they
NV ill take your car or truck through mud,
snow, or over unimproved roads - and You
will not need chains.
On tractors and farm implements,
Ground Grip Tires enable you to do more
work in less time at a considerable saying in
fuel. The great flexibility of the Gum-Dipped
cord body cushions the shocks of rough going
and protects costly equipment against
vibration and breakage. They make
equipment roll easier, reducing draft more
than .50c.
No farmer can afford to be ithout
Ground Grip Tires. See your nearby Firestone
Auto Supply and Service Store or Firestone
Tire Dealer today and resolve to end your
traction troubles with Ground Grip Tires.
• • •
I Well to the F ormolu- brayw,,wit
CO nolo or 74: cloot o ‘1.1Trorrin prokt. NI owls,
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It, RICV 11 1 11/.14 S 11,11
/1111•111trer of l'oo•ulty Moody bible
10011%11r of 1.1 ygo.
••torii N•ttrwt•• • 1 Won.
Lesson for January 19
JESUS PREPARES FOR HIS WORs
.11N TEXT--Luk• III, It; 1.1.11
UOLOHN TRXT--Thou shalt worship .
this Lord thy Oud, and hint only shalt I
thou .-4.uk. 4 N.
l'ItillARY TOPIC-When Jesus ores,
tly.
JITNIOR TOP1C--When Jesus wa.
Tempted.
1111TICItair1)IATF AND NEN1i1i4
TOrie-Stakine Right start for tat*.
TatINO Prune AND ADULT
TOPIC-Finding Clod's Way for Life.
The statement of the subject of this
lesson Is not quite satisfactory. Ills
baptism and temptation were not
means of preparation, but were respee
lively his formal entrance npori his
work and the first conflict with the
down, whose works he callie to de-
atroy.
I. Jesus Entering Upon Hos Media-
torial Work I loose 3 21. ool.
1. Ilk baptism (y. 21). In his bap-
tism we see the symbolic act Of Jesus
dedientIng himself to the work if re-
deniption through the cross, or the art
of conoeerntioon on his part to the work
of moving the worloi through his oteath
&nil resorreetioon. Ilk hoptioni ollol nor
mein lois oaeolienve to the law of (hit.
but tils elifrailes upon the saeritieltil
stork which on the cro.4 of Calvary
made a real foundation tor full right-
rou411..4%.
2 Ilk anointing (v. 22). As he thus
a...boated himself to the task of bring-
ing In a riglibsiustiess, lie was anolut•
with the lioly Spirit.
3. The heavenly reeognitioon (v. 22).
This net of devotion to the divine alit
• us attended by the declaration of
divine approval. "Thou art my beloved
Son: In the I an. well pleased."
II. Jesus' First Conflict With the
Devil (Luke 4:1-13).
Jesus went from the place of anoint-
ing and heavenly reci.gnitIon as the
Son of CM to meet anol to spoil the
arch enemy (Itch. 2:14). Instead of
the temptothon, therefore. being a
preparation for his messianic work. it
was a demonstration of the insepars-
hlerses* of the divine and human SR-
Mehl In the incarnation. It Is to be
noted that the holy Spirit, not Satan.
led Jesus into the wildernt•ss to he
tempted.
1. The place (v. 1). It was hr the
wilderness of Jalea. The firs. man.
Adam. was tempted In a garden, with
the most pleaoant surroundings. The
seecinol noon. Jesus corker, was tempo,'
in a barren wilderneosk ourrounoled by
wild boasts (Mark 1:13).
Z. The method (vv. 2 12). Christ as
the worliTs Redeemer sustained 111
threehild relationship: the Son if man.
the and the Son Of 1:o41.
Therefore. Satan made ea, h one
ground of attack.
s. AS Son of man (co. 2 4). Satan
made his first assault upon Jesus ASS
man by finite:11in:: la the Instinct of
hunger. Satin urged him to use Wit
divine poor to c.•nvert a stone into
bread. Ili:nzer is rciroral and sinless.
Rea luirro in i;fe e‘per.ences hunger.
The appetite of thinhsr as normal
and right The tem;c1:i;in was to sat-
isfy a right Pioneer in a wrong way
To have yielded In this case, though
his hanger was deoporate. stool.] have
been to renounce the human ;imitations
which he haul taken for our sins. To
use ditch* power to satosfy humor'
needs won141 have been to fail a* Sa-
vior and Mt.:liable To do right in a
wrong way is to fail.
b. As Mesolah (vr. 3-8). Here O..,
tempt/464n was to grasp hls rIehtf
dominion toy false means. The detil
offered to SlIfTf.fltler 11111.1 hint The
world. if he would odopt ho method-
warship him. The force of th,s tempts.
than was in the fact that the kIngdoma
of the world are Christ's by Iliers cove.
nant with him. Cilihrs method tiy which
Jeans was to misses!' the world was
!140 sacrifi•hal death on the cr-ss. 1he
otanstotiom which Satin is ploionz upon
.hts etorrch todsy is to v.,
of the aor1,1 ty other meacis than that
c .its son of iliad (vv. 9 12). Herr
Satan tries too Induce 11/ r:•.: it presume
wpon rare. Ile cimues a 1410!t41-
attic psairn to Induce hint so to act.
To do the opectoenior thine In order
to get publicity Is to fall into Satan's
temptation. For Jeous to lute placed
himself ir dancer in order to get ei.eds
special help in delivering hint viiralit
have been to Ch. To :est *.oit as to
%%Welber he will keep a promise Is the
gteateot ilotrust ; it Is to sin and frill
it. Christ 'a defense (vv. 4. 8, 121. It
was the Word olf e:noi lie met etery
ousilaugOot of the enemy %AA it Is
written." Our defense is loolo V4.%rat.
May storm Sunday Sc0000l testier and
letterer kn ow how to use it.
0.. The issue 131. Satan was van-
quialteoi. If 11-4' hilt Trost God ant use
hi* Word, we too eau overcoone the
devil.
Bardeen
Rear y,sar burden manfully. Rocs
at ochool, yoong men who hate n't
r1016•Vni 14•91oh liberty for serious
lonoineso -411 who have got a live& to
oes, a work to Ankh-bear the burden
till eloorl give* the Markt f.9' rep,‘411.
•111 the work Is done, and the holiday
Is fairly earned.
The Root Way
eboose alosoe* the sac tOot **ems
soo /woo i-ovrecer ro ozh It mnt he
ciaarom nih tender it easy and agree
abbli.-1`ylbagoraft.
Suede Topcoats in Style Parade
Dv CHIME; W11111
TLIE a ,IL1dITS being performed vialeathercraft in the realni cw•
111111e 411..41.7f1 IS 311114alt too 7.111.41.l.o.!
1/0111.10. Yet heft. thi•y are the ti.:•;•y
latest fadlions i•reated of sen•ile.
pigskin and other lechers going along
II the 41)14. 1.11f11.1e.
Conies In the proi•ess:on any num
her of 51111111. rig smarts jackets oof
pialoled Or elseckeil leathers. if not In
solid rich colorings. laierel together
are their 'wank with leather thongs or
else hand :stitched in a tottered way
All the lateot improvements bate they.
sueh as sipper fastenings. west• thar
strap to tit, adjustable collars that han
be worn up or down and a whole list
oif other lath:m.11g features to add to
their lure as well as their practicalitY
Anti whit's this we
slim. ovelte. sweetly feminine even,ng
gowns of ovoodsitely stipp:e and It ill
till pastel-ilyed suede. and 011ie oe;oes
and evening wraps of the olio... A few
brta..tinft ago we WollItl not hate be
ll.-v.'.1 that nUt'll 111:r34.''.4 14 0111141 In.. bob
would we Mit that WrIll then. As
to the Intiamliste present, sty le-aler
women are Pimply clamoring for the
new apparel done in 'either and Fgt.&
Indeed. It hi not too much to stay tha
the pt-c-ent adaptation of leather in
fabric way a i'l go dosn in the history
of fashion 71 epoch-making even;
Just now. winter, when corn
furl and proteet on are prime Issue*
Interest centers about topcoats math
of handsome suede that shields from
gruel wlada When a vogue Mann 0111
In Hollywood. It does not take long
before it spreads throughout the eoun
try. Willeh Is what luta happened It
regard to the staining coals of sued.
which a resident designer hoe heen
creating for enthusiastic menthers o•
the fl:m colony.
The seoontootiying Illustration tell,.
• va••••••••••••1
of the l pe of auede topcoats (avowed
buy leading screen artists. Italie.
buckle, who'o got the bookie? The
45 balky 11:11141-stitelied model 'hole In a
%cry light chest null brown. as worn by
Ninry ( 'orlihde to the left In the picture,
answers the question. The three
buckle fastenings. center pleat action
linek. haze patch poeketa and raglan
tieeves are fashion tiros. This coat
•lehigned for aviation. Is oloo ideal fur
town and country on cold days In that
suede sa eurceasfully keeps out allots.
The mateilituz suede bat is also hand -
strolled.
The rooter coat to 111111111111Z In dark
green handsome, t•si, In any of rho
deep new reils. It Is of a he.t.)
•imt 11111itry 11134.4. it 1: It
s114-11 SI:IIII1.111Z feat Ilft-4 as w:;!.•
apels, comrasting stitching,. br000l tie't
'nil trim fitted lines Ti,.' brim of the
matching suede hat turns down or up
acrording to the whin, oof its aearer.
S44. in the fooreoround le 11 I Itieen
iturke who joins the leather motement
„rith a new 0114.41e SttaLI:ref
lelightfully young In its nm., t•
hnnd Ineml. even to the inets.1;i1
shoulder etteet, the roomy sit' ti poekei
nod the joitnty suede beret. Vor:s
Ilollywiekl, artful leather eleslover has
lecreed that torn the wood buttons bo-
ned un with leather thoogoo
And hare yon heard atom, the tall
-rod picokin accessory trio comprised ;
if he'll. hag am! hall Storming with
weeds and nove!ty wool coats' pig
-kin access,ries are meeting with .
.; Tart far.u. for sophisticated town I
C Nrts•a•st.., 1
SLEEVES "SAY IT'
S• CHF R1E NIC110L45
Fashion turns the spotlight cm
Leeves this 11111114011 It IS 0.11‘14/01NNI
,ry sninet for aleesos to eorsirset the
.11"1"1111 /11111 to be that elaborate and
decoratIve they tone the entire et.
tome The model pictured Is an Ails
ereatlim It is of haniiimme biaek tel-
ret mail sinless estreme simplicity In
Its selling:. The eorolst, sleeves am
Is striking eotorset Stse•opljne tei
lAtf.rif t11-1:110 at fashion, They are 0.
sumptuous gold and seirel lame in
tieralsotonor. oti-sign The shoes are
quite the coolest 71.ey are of gold
cloth and are heel leas,
VOGUE FOR VELVETS
CAPTIVATES YOUTH
The vegne of ••lyet Is nor confined
I.' dresses all Milinery tor gr-wn ups.
but Is also quite the rage IS the realm
of juveniios and yout,g; e!IlAren's
hops and girls from two
years old hare Ile ir Whet 5111I11 and
.ire...es and the nuttier al 11.•,,,If111/00 1
an:. 11 4'111T/leler12,141 the haute eouture
!!... ̀ t'asoli is J11,1 as 1101:e1.4.11:** in chll-
drool s e ooloose
These lithe telvet (11-40.1,:s.1.4 111 Iran,-
' ..rett bright rayon te;set, a• well AS
•11 slur: piled it :allies, -how high
;i1o..41 after the oil fashioned
lItre •:yies... wit:, honey, ouiti wi•rk
ai..1 s:.ff •s•Ilare:tcs ill Venetian
or in lie.ity rayon glipure, In
y r.,•• i.•rehsine
Quilt of Blocks That
Picture Nursery Rhymes
It, CJIAJN19•41.11/14 it I .A4 K
Quilts 1,:uuudis that picture
the nuroery tale* thin ever) chili!
know. to Ill Inh•rest both old awl
tomtit. Alan.tq a good suloeet for a
mother to work on, at lied lune. with
or
11:11111l Ni 49 I cootkloo oof four 40
loch Hoek, otumpeol ooli it good illoo•
hy bleached ulili III iig material and
will he milled ii. pm tor 10 cents
Tho oultiroldery vtorl, Is iii the out
nliteh. l'st• any 4.411.41' 111f4.1111
%.1.Iress Home Craft Co., Dept. A -
h .•..u and St. 1 .11111 AV.'. St.
; • 11111.11W n stamped nil
; In entelope far reply atom
writing for ally information.
Relief Is Influence in
Direction of One's 1.ifi
rto- force. that Impel action reside
,Iii temperament. h.. Ideal," ii1141
1'01111014/11S that guide It are hidden
White Velvet Is Used to
Take Place of Lingerie
White t• . •... r • blied
otten tskes :he p.aits• ,,s
pique of lawn, tot white oe ;
dark frocks. particularly At
houfla kAtOff.4011 Owl̂. IS a 4%30111111j
collar to wear 411114 • PAULI looked
blink frock It is made of three rows
of white %rivet petals, narrow and
onintesi, mounted on chiffon, and wore
eat anoint] the neck at the ho-e of the
throat. Al Judith Psi-Nees (famous
firw her artificial flowers and to.. knear)
there are Pr sera! new Ideas In white
telt etne lot a rennet collar with s
muss. of whIte Inna:n 111-"In9SLI4 le
trent ; another Is made of white ribbed
4eIvet. a round collnr with 11 turtievet
tr sozle In front whiled In srotooqueoi
of sliver mom&
New Stocking Colors and
Fads Appear in Offing
A moch more oolorful array of Mira
clad in how that witch bright daytime
toms or comow will tie promenading
the memo,. so,in
IiivA rods, jungle green, Jug Avows.
wine. tilivehorry and hurcondy tones
match or elm complement the •rorts
with stitch the4 are show. Vet
etening, Novels are ramoont shell



























































































THE FULTON CAWNTY NEWS. FI'l TON iiI`VrreK
H 0'4 R E
111 Ott a, DAY
or
DR. JAMI W. BARTON
Talks About 411
thoaraosialst--la ft Ori•nic?
ONE of the twints about over.weight that should he re-
fneMbered in that the excens fat
tistnUe a not deposited in every
body alike. Sonic have most of
the excess fat about the alultimen,
others in the neck where it makes
a thimble or triple chin, others have
the rut about the licit and Mumbler.
• nil ot herm inotoly shoot the him'.
Ordinary tiveraelght tir obesity Min-
ply means that fat ha% got In and
about t he different
erean% tint tlesues of
the body, leterfering
a It hi the action of
ergatia and Ile-
sue, mill to that et-
re-tit interferitin with
hi-till h. There are
clown of
%here the fat netie
ally take+ the pin,
.f the that
1., the t1•411.. lieeelllePI
fut--fatty
thin—which I. really
a 111,1.3..e. When un were.% of fat 1.4.•
comes ilepoodiell on or In the tinily the
firtrt sV melon) i• an Increase It. the
rate of - a slight breathiese
nem.. The breathingI. not only no
to e-ible to the high% i.ltial toit van he
lic.int 1,3 others.
The breathing he. °me. fa-ter and





u 'ter or .r •1 . 4. VI; •••,
of etoir,e . • . r . -r.iiiwi-i
Sometimes Mind IS Alert_
1 11;:e.t:on may remain I.. ,., I. sleet,
urgent. told there likely to he an en-
largement of Iles liver and heart due
to the extra work pi.t it, these oreane.
In Some 11.054-4. Er:tee.. to F-iy. t ha
mental alertheme ‘e4•Tlei to be fl i keen
se ever. A. has been mention.-.I le.
fore very fat individuals do not re.
alit melt diereses& SA pneumania and
bronchltie very well. and are cowed-
'red 'poor risk..." for operation.
New, patting en fat I. not Mina"
Sudden procese although after - •
aliments rr a chanee In certain glands
fat accumulates quickly.
A. arentroilattng fat then IS a slow
procemt taking menthe and eontetInwe
years, and the exceets fat Is simply due
to the fart that more food Is eaten
than the body needs taking the fat off,
and preventing It accumulating le gnat
we Pimple. It moan' pet eating and
drinking a little Telco' etery day.
The nest step Is that fatigue or
tireilnees come. on with lean effort
than when the weight Wail normal.
The mitre weight the hotly hae to han-
dle and the Interference the fat cause.
In the organs and tiseues brings on
fatigue eivoner.
Naturally a. it I. • "burden- to
inove ermitid or take any e‘ercise fat
Individuate dlelike more and more to
eske evereine which, of course, means
a further Increane In weight.
Mow Fat Accumulate&
A. the •ppetite remains good there
Ii no cutting down on the 1ntake ut
food. teepineee Is felt. wh:eh meana
more accunitilatIon of fat because even
'emoting or walking *voted use up
@tome fat whereas ling down allows
fat to accumelate.
Hoe-eller If her Is n..t too nitwit
fat the intlitlitual la not really Meal;
just • tell aleggieh mentally and
phveleally.
It hoarier, the fat heeornes eaceasive
eapeetally in middle aged or older
people certain !iron due to this eneesa
fat hoeotoe notIrrihte. The face tee
routes flushed. In fart aesitmea elmest




Thene •-tteltay tcrs- art /loth-vole
ey neatens,: of rhIldrrn may *how par-
elate that the aoungs'er's eyes may be
defective:
I. Attempte to brush away Nee
2. Blinks continually when rea.iin:7.
3 erase remittently.
4. lb* freaptent tile of tenger.
the hook far away from
face when reaci•ng.
illolds the hook elos.e to ft o.,
when reading, or keeps fiee A-i.ea to
pate.
Iloids 1,sle tet,ee elm- I•nol.ing
at a 41 413.11 -"h' t.
5. Is Inattentive ditring reading
eVaittl
I. 111mb-robin during all chart,
atop or hlAckhotirti tenon
Mk Is Inattentive during elate .r.-
rimviton of tleld trip or %lett to miesettne
II. In Irritate over work.
12. Heads hat a brief period with-
out Moleving.
11 Reath, when he inhordj be at
play.
II. Ittitnt the errs remittently
15. Se-rees op taco when trati.ng
la Sere*. np Lace when lookine at
NMI's? ehjectek
17. Mee* one eyo when reading or
covers 000 alien readieg.
13 Tlirlide heed fore-Aril In an
effort to !Woe` t!!. r,!
13 Tilts head to one ship when
tea iii ag
INwidttleive about In* eye* that can
Ites hr pioet.1* and tea.•here•
tat Core* on II,I* among thv
red eyelid*: leh II'" ii'. -'thin'. eic11,1*.
aid asters eye* Tho che,1 may aloe
report d,,, • -• "es ' • tifCil.‘3%
AP -is, ••6I
MM.
lieu the People of Milan Get the War Neivs
BEDTIME STORY FOR CHILDREN
By THORNTON W. BURGESS
LIGH1FOOT FINDS A FRIEND
A IIIN rover stood req-ing and trying to re.over his
breath unit there on the little •atelleir
In tile Ing Diver, his great, aoft, teetii
tiful eyed watched first one bank ..nil
Iii,';, the other. tin the hank he had
left tie run ii two black and white
speckle moving :diem. and acr..244 the
ater emu.. the barking of dogs. Thoae
two epeeke were the hound% who had
It Is Doubtful Which Was the More
Surprised, Lightfoot or the Man.
driven him into tile Big River. The)
were barking now instead of baying.
Presently a brown fortn jollied the
t.la..k andavhite specks. It was a
hunter drawn there by .he harkaig of
the doge. Ile was too far away to he
dangereua. but the mere eight of him
tilled Lightfoot aith terror again. Ile
watched the hunter walk along the
bank and disappear in the bUshea.
Presently out of the bushes came a
boat, and in It was the hunter. Ile
headed straight tow-ard Iletithiot. and
then Lightfoet knew that his brief nett
aS at an end. Ile nutet once mere
swim or be shot by the hunter In the
boat. So Lightfoot again struek out
for the shore Ilis rest had given him
neK etrenrth, hut still he Was very
very tired. and swimming was hard
uoric,
oh. sio steely. .frew nearet
to the hank. What new dangers Mere
utacht be there be did not know. Ile
had never been on that side of the
Itle. Diver. Ile knew nething of the
country en that side. But the lancer
taints watt hells.r than the certainty 1
behind him. Ile could hear the sound
of the oare at the hunter In the boat
Brown Crepe Frock
Wood brown crew, which make.
.111. frock modeled ho Margaret I.in.1
sa".4, serlsnn fair, In it:mined effeetiyely
with a tiny Pock end *frogmen'
s. Art to the lieniline of ehrimp(slorifill
.0„,„ a1,1 i ,,,at of collar and
bolt 1?'.'toogi-e ha* slight hill
i.s. and it 1.- g -.n v.-% with
,to elm-11.0 :at
•
he.: to get to lion before he
• re:ieli the shore,
tin Lightfoot strut:glint. At beet be
fee liottoni beneath hi. feet. Ile stag
genet up through mime tin shue. iu .g
the hank. and then fen an inetant !t
seemed to him his heart 5,..pped heat-
ing. Hight In (rent or tam stoodii
▪ Ile hail (none ete into the back
yard if the henle of that marl. it lit
lmibtful %bleb was the more pH,
prised, Lightfoot or that Hight
then and there Lightfoot gave tsp In
deepair. Ile couldn't run. II WAN all
he eould do to walk. The lone chew.
by the houds n on the other side of the
Big River. and the long swim au-row
the Bic River had taken 411 his
strength.
Not a spark of Anne renrnined to
I.I.,:htfoot. Ile simply stood stilt and
tieneiled. part!) wl,h fear and partly
with wee/anew Then a surprising
thing happened The man %peke entity.
Ile advanced. not threateningly. hint
slowly and in a friendly way, lie
walked around back of Lightfoot, anti
then straight toward hlm. LIghtevnt
walked on a few atere, the men fob
loeed. stilt trilking Ron rys tittle by
little he urged Lighteed driving
him toward an Open shed in which was
a pile of hay. Withnut understanding
just how. Lightf.sit knew that he hal
found a friend. So.he entered the open
nhe.l. and with a long sigh lay down
In the soft hay.
W Mumma —WNW Nev.' •
A N ENititMorS tulip eprend
• In the .treade In NIllan,
t the .1/1/eies the progrese of
na. lor Miitt...111,1). rooll'i




TMs Is a very do.eprive trick thatcan he perform.... nail an ordinary
handkerchief. Ti... magician holds the
handkerchief by one corner. Ile raieee
the hover corner; then %hakes It he....
The moyement is repeated. the free
hand Cushy. bringing up the 1-.-,'.-ee nd.
Fin.. ly, en the third shake, a knot ale
{ware In the *weer cur ,er of the hatid,
kerchief.
You milat prepae for Ms trick by
tying a knot In the upper eorner of
the handkerchief. That corner 14 held
h1.1,1en hy the thurntu and finger% of
the right ban!. After twice raising
the 1....aer corner and *haling it duet:
again, pimply ehange the ends.
You retain the original lower corner,
while the knotted corner falls, leme
sti;•:•>!:::y,Iii, ...inetei!, deceives the
onlooker& They will think that you






rANPY time Is any time. for ever)
• one 'oves candy or there Is some
thing wrong with the department of
interior With the time and ft:3feet
1:5 for making randy, there Is nport
that can be more enterteining For
thew w-ho hine no tame for the ntek
,Ler of It. candy can he %limited In
ceuntleee yarietie• even in the stunt:
dire. at prices shwh are tea unrea
Fancy Carmelo&
Pet Teo upfuls ntig.ir. one eeefu,
of brown saigar. one cepful .4 ,orn
sirup, one rueful of creans, two cup
fule of milk, one half cupful et tomer
In a saucepan Anti cook and m ir anyi,
the candy forme a soft hall whew te::.
ed In cold water- -".:44; degree I', All
late package of dates Mired, and to •
trivet...440e of 'mulls and titre
. intav lightly ereaeed eane. U.
••T he trouble witty most I those
*hall need roarroiges..." says Rent,
Ritge "Is that true eoly cid that he
or she%aryl.* about *craning 015the
task nes, -s the divoree
•,. • 4'0
ISe• Seek*. COININISIM
SnAktMt ii, Ow -ea arw net an,s.
it tin in the ironic*.
,e:.1 remove from the. pans and cast
into *wanes with a liot knife, Wm.
t.,.1 In waved paper. This recipe will
ai.lke two and one-half te.tuela.
English Tont.,
Put two cupfuls of sugar. ono sod




ULAN ANNAFIELLE I HAVE. JUST
RETtIRNED FROM EN(A.AND AND
THEY SAY THE APIEkICANS Ave
MUCH HETTLR HR1UGE el AY-
ENS—D, YOU ALRAL. MAE
Dear Mae: Mt—POSSIBLY





'rills in t'o tttt t - t• • ,t .-
1 itv ni Ito 11 II,.• 1,
Where of!entliires the
Tha, !I"! 11,-.•or.• 1 in
l'he natio. vie weir or neittli
iklier.• often
I or11r1 V I 31, grea t to. a med.
Since till Hien gri-ati) ;eget
Pits Is the gre:itio-.. of tie)- earth,
1 hat gre•itne.. couhts net 1411•1111i as
uerth
Nor tie, the Itti:.,.rt:int thine.
For nem, %hat ta.k :nay pursue,
Are meas.:red 1.y the goiel they do,
Not by the lirot.! It may bring,
The inea.oire of man'. hrotherhood
Is tn..rely being greatly good.
11114 14 the groutneee of the great.
Whether they nobly lead the stale
Or teddy teach a village tichoolt
That they more tiappinemt have brought
By noble principles they taught
Than those who poorly teach or rule.
Both shall he judged, a% heaven would.














half cupful.; of cream. one-fourth tea-
spoonful of salt, two tahlenpoonfula of
yegt-tahle oil on It. cook until firm ball
Is made when dropped into cold aster.
or *.r.0 degrees F'. Stir often. as It
scorches easily. De mat add the oil until
the very last of the cooking. WWII a
hard tall le formed add one teaspoonful
of vanilla and poor in a thin layer OR
an oil. ti clsh or baking sheet. When
cold hreak into piece& Th.s 11aNkfi
about two pounds,
To avohl the sugarir.e whi.h spoils
so mane amateurs' c..Iteiy, ate a fiew
tablespoonful* of .it'v rn sirup—thls
will lie--p fudge nniocth without gran-
lug,
n eta•c.t. N....carer rase.
Japan's llonume to T. .4. Edison
P
0 UN7111 SIVWAIve. consul general of Japen, is pictured with the two bur,
IN stone lenternt of oriental deelgn which he presented. as a snow:trial fron
Inpin to Thom*. toy • Edie,m, Anveries'* greatest ohs-frit-al *isms. at the IllYtt
an 11hr:try and lalsoratoty In Weld %trance, N 3, where the tanheva Ito.--
I spent the majoe an .4 hi* me. More thin NI :%0.1r* ago Faison imii-edanew. hnnitsoo for frativent% in his early eaperitivente with the Ineend.e.lane` The lertielive rech 1Thsre than AN retri high and notching more thnty . .
pounds, eapreas the 3/11411WINt equivalent of this wentern cont./Toon 01 at
'eternal light."
...1•• NPR
TUCK A SMART BOW
BENEATII TIIE CHIN
I' %II I II 55W1
• ••
.11,nier t1 ,1
girlistinese of this sneirt tee
1.i.... fro. Pra.ti.-11 for echoed It.
a iv I cw,on tweed. or drew.,
ebough ter an evi•eing date it, tele of
the new metallic eteit a teilens. wit:,
velveteen how and belt, boil the ent
ot the shoultier line u rntistia. The
Idolise, with darts front and back, in
separate, you know. so its tilemteti
skirt oily accompany many different
blotnien.
Pattern may is- ordered only
In NA's III, te, 11, lc at.4 vs. Size 12
require, nfi yards inch fabric aud
le yard 3 inch ribtein. Complete.
diagrammed new chart included.
SEND FIFTEEN CENTS in coin-
or stamps (u-ins preferred) for this
pattern. Be sure to write plainly
your N E, AllItHESFe. STYLE.
NESIBER and SIZE.
Send your tinier to The Sewine
Circle Pattern Field..3t. W. Eight
centh St. New lurk. N. V.
Indians Stage a Rally;
Population on Increase
The rese.rds of the I'reted state..
government show that In Imri there
were ..14.f.74 Indians on reservation,.
In 11/491. the number had i!ronped
'..lershitt. hut, after that low point iii.
Indian hoiticht his total pepulatiosi
tip to tr_ni,47.4 in ItCCt.
The total ntimber of heihins in tit.
l'r.dent Staten and catiada today is
or more than half the nuns
her estimated to hayr roamed the
rostinerit before the coming of th.
white ?min
• Iri `A." 41110•••••
Laimar• ••••• ta. Ivy
brinftww NOWA* Imams*sod le ammo moat •••
Atm hiNt !pot mustirtlitmt ail•mw
114 IMO MOOD
aban ..., mama. aria.„••••... slow.freme•• be. poredel”%Wow 5‘.. .•laseAhiset.. palm .4••C4a•••• Immia It make* ••41 Inint•ft. •••• •••hem miNir It • • Mg mane wiles p•la•M 0.4.4•14, ••••14a. tor ends WSJ&
Ma Mill Weal IlitAl eelbIke MT Fwd..ems COLrelisAtil lArialt AND Seceee CO„,weeee See Allrailk 011.C...•-•e. I e• IL AI
Smiles As Hower.






* Uls Romssa, tc-
ast Wag smart
OW Mots Jahr •• t










aznet..1 the Junior English Liss
are tea s thanes noon hours now,
ail those who do not have the le
etetreJ hoku toperu ri re staying
in a, !won until they stet them Na'
tie Margaret Allen, John D. Smoot
mid Johnnie Lancaster are likely to
remain sometime as they haven't
yet totzed in any
.• There are some people who will
never grow up it seerns, such as
Alice Row and John 0 Smoot
They have great fun playing dolls
on the way home Iron n scheol
"Happy days are here again
says Clerieva Sharp "for Howard it
here Li gum "
Skin Brown started this week
oil right She inn to school been('
ten.
Dorothy Etivsartit to' Ai bus)
ending her autobiography she
couldn't hear. Helen Jones fore
that with top-heavy poised
Shannon Murphy is slightly ill
He made 77 in History( That's bet-
ter than some of the S)'s though
Shannon).
In History IV while reading Dos'
uthy Legg pronounced Mulattoes-- ,
Mule toes. What were you thinking
of Dorothy"
,Juniors
Well the exams are over and most ;
oi the grades are fair or worse. ,
It seems that James Donald Hall
is very engaged in something else •
besides school.
Florence Counee has been out of
school several days on account of
sickness. we hope to; a quick re-
covery.
The Juniors are planning for their
annual play, the characters have not
been selected yet
"There is nothing in looks," said
Henry Lee Allen -Tom Thumb was
en 'iv! over the world "
astkaii1C44001440..A.P.P.P*44worpow..4:044.1....
Till'.' FI'LTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTICK).
CAPTAIN BLOOD LIVES AGAIN
How the artists see "Captain Blood," hero of Rafael
Sabatini's immortal story of adventure on the highseas. as Portrayed by Errol Flynn in the Cosmopolitan
)roduction "Cantain Blood." which is playine Sunday
and Monday at the Ornheum Theatre here.
Tatar Family
Little Spec says "the only work






1Vith the OatsUinding Pictures That We're Playing
FRIDAY, JA.NTART 17
This Coupon Will Admit IV Adults for One 26c
Ticket and Two Children for One be Ticket.
Piense lInne 7-1 C.•••;‘,-n for Spe:ial Offer
-THE ORPHEUM "THEATRE errs"
Sensational Spectacle of the Ages'
CECIL B. DeMILLES, "THE CRUSADE*: '
with Loretta Young and a Cast of 10.00s
E.*
some folks ever tackle is gut ts
work at the end of every semester ••
-Mother said could I skip tit
periods and assembly to go to tne
beauty partlor." asked !ma Too:
Thursday.
"Next to !limn' .1 child bring I
low report card home, ther' lin'.
nothin' that brings school closz
ysii Ince Liss in' a book after tOe
middle o' September, said Aunt A.
Tator at the beginning of the sec-
ond semester
Uncle Die says. "one of the fun-
niest thing 'bout growin' up is a
four dollar permanent and a rt-
pnrt full of F's
Cheer Up!
Mr. Merchant!
A New Year is Upon Us!
And A Bright future Ahead
WI a:s ..pped to give
seu innt :nos senrlataa-
ship re: any style of print -
trg yens may need W.
special type fra:06
special illoatratenns and C
asaiet yee in selection
parser stock that will give
rotir printed matter char-
atner and add to the pree-
?tip of yrsur business-




























We Wish To •
ANNOUNCE
MONEY SAVI?441 PRICES
ON FACTORY RE-CONDITIOPID AUTO PARTS
IHRSIMPERIonleellINIellegat 
' 9.400,












IT WILL PAY YOU
TO WRITE, CALL OR






( ILIRGED, SERI ICE
EXCHANGED OR
FOR SALE NEW.
WE ARE ALSO EQUIPPING OUR SHOP TO T AKE CARE (IF YOURcyuNDER RE.R0RING. pisToN GRINDING _IN-D pis FITTING
Jones Auto Parts Co.
108 CENTRAL _.11 PI10.NE 311 1;1 h I.
' • IITirritYPITATIMI`YrV7P.irlInfffth14:113fir.N.1-Piralb:IT19.7.17.'In
Basketball
large crowd is expected at the
yrr: Friday night when the Wood-
:and Wild Cats clash with the
!teams here. Woodland has two im-
proved teams that art capable of
'holding their own with any oppo-
sition. The Angels were seeded in
the County and District tourna-
ments and hope to keep their ret•-
ord clear through the rest se the
regular season. Plenty of bilk.'-
ball will be crammed into tht
games Friday night
F ilt34 TENDENCY ON
LNCREASE LN KENTUCK1
.1 striking increase in the numbe:
:o nnant farmers in Kentucky has
n revealen ts inverts .1 the 1935
Cor..., ,f A4. .......-.t From 1930
..7....e ••.e • .- . , 7 f faini
o.. 7:ors .--.;:c,ist-..'. : ;,: ., '. the
• rs.ber of farm tertann; l• :ease..
17 per Lent.
'n..: ng these nve yt.an. the 7
: ! p • ... '' ; farmers ::-.07,
1: '. In 1935, 37 i , . st •
.-- f the farms were occupied by ten
t - 7! These figures have been as-
, :- :led in connection with the pre-
paration of a report on farm ten-
ancy by the Division ef Land 'Unit-
. anon of the Desettlement Adnun-
istrat- 7
1
 Fir.s. ..:ts of the Census of
!Agri.. - • nave not been tabulated
for all iste-.: Figures for thirty-
tnght states indicate, however, an
ie 'increase in the number of farm ten-
,t1 'ants in meal sections ef the country.
1
'2 App.:. s.•• ..•.ely 43 per cent of all
i faints. in tile United States are now
.orerated by tenants The trend ot
I nvent years is in aecordar,ce with
1 the steady increase in the percent.
;age of tenants since the first count
isms made in HMO At that time 23
iper cent of the farmers were listed
i as tenants
liter..pts to cheek i!‘.e gro‘‘th ofv..-
,,.. tenansy have been rn-ne chiefly be-
cause of the instability of residence
associated with a farm tenant ss s-
ist hem Although conditions var..
greatly throughout the United
Sates, studies show that the ten-
ant farmer moves on an average , f
o'. et-' four years.
Because of this change in resi-
dence. the functioning of s,-h,,01:
Oninthes. and other ceninni t
•erprises such as co-opeis• ,
, .,-essiiont a badly hal .iicseisett
l'se impermant ••• .-•. • s : a n , ••
many tenant t.
land prevents • ,
attention h. sen tsennsn. nien, the
checking of erassor. and tne upkeep
a farm buildings The tenant hesi-
tates to make improvements im the
farm whcih ,,nly benefit his
successor
In the past tenanty nas been ...n-
sidered a stepping aIone fat,i,
owners'lip. and as a mean < where-
by farrnurs la‘king
tam experience in farm manage-
ment The steady increase in the
[
Jt_ PANE ;.1E 0:1
U. '.a. • •
sea NA', AHD SCr.L.P
0-• y Hole To.. .
IT $ a 55L?
t • • 0Ni Ma.' D..






pi 'pot tom ut 'Adel hov,
ladicates that fewer men are
being able to move up the IA •
• the ladder 5,, fare ,•\l •
(MINNCN Fitted
El 224 EXAMINED
oft! tn.; 930 to 11 A
1-00 to 4 P. M.
C. ‘V. CUrlin






'2 I$ Second s! rye Phtitie j
COUntrafts artfi list lui Nt
\-. A. Richartkon I:di ;arret!
Ntrs V A. nichard,a AI • . Iii! i;arret•
Lady .\ • ‹ist:ip!,
1421Phowe 61 IIa. 
•
and Vigh1 &Trio
















a Naiional I mpire
I it, avymoNo eiii.un \Mations, Chairman  _..s,,,rinefs ad sh• Itypiablo
tuu31;•-1,11 atter the crass" of the
Blue in4(11. the recent decision invall-
&Una A A A ha. % 41 iotis pro-
Is o AIt for a ,oursge In our Arnerirun
ham of v, .ro
A t',. I 'i is that we wills-
drat% froni the t Court wane or
an ot itm author fo hold elected
orrcissis ti ihi coo:, i• out for
thin! 111 I Ii. 1 d.- ii eisistitution, and
therib,  exteist to caisgiessi the power
to steei foil ship state 'tinting what•
• Vet (lamb. or il a,ilsiJ sins v strike Its
lane)
Mere is nothing polies lir,. or 1.111-
pimottite abotit proposals 'They
tan ter tianaluted sato reality by the
were uttup!ain it Any one of several
arnetahrient, 'loss in Waahlritg-
ton Let the Air, an ist,,pie 1,,
trinunil Ii ,s, is ,,I, I.! l!ts
'fanned Ilion hiS it. Ciis.-.i 1,11 iii till
11111,ot In ;11I,•
.11111.1.410'd
That', what a .11 '• Of 1)111-.1.
1111n! Aro al:.11.1, op. hi dr,
Hut, simple us, its. idea tan be made
to sound. It lentalre • ..erious and
dangerous propo a! It striker at the
very root of al.(' :)! d AThelleali prlgi-
iptas in governitarit Before ste con-
Auer fuly Ruch 0,1113, H'Ir INIUMC SO
1•111111t1 ourselves fe !several Meta of our
past and curlew ittstOlV Let's recall
tor example
'Mat alone, among the greater na-
tions of earth, our country has retained
its form of goverrunent unchaiteed dur-
ing the past century.
That nuich of the pertains-fur and
UcCeSS Of MA auvernment leen
lo 1114...4-tem of cheeks and
balancea beta tell Jilt:MARI and
Isictalatate brunches and 1,4.4%1.4.11 the
-Iftteh alid It Is based on
,he principle that the i 410 of the
people and the .stati•• to gotriii
selves shalt not be a atimat by .efit•id
ii ut tants
That undo out tutu, 01 5,545hilielit
.1111101111 has efiloted • 11110'1 of
tiappinev, and o!, •Pei s than VII;
.1 her nation
rhat none of the nations v, loch sri
retsnt years have :shifted to the newer
tonna now popular in Europe hate
achisnerl anyteong that can be enviesi
tr. the American leople
Anti ftnany
That uhatever 'Jamul °enema vari-
ous odd experiments may offer •
favored few. they do not hold the
3.,4J,Auti ot our probicrus Despite the
enuring phrases or economic crooners.
Ana rice still substebea to the essential
'rah and wisdom expreosed ter George
‘ea,shu.oriti v aid
-Nothing hut harmony. honesty. In-
dustry and trliVint!. are necessary to
a. and /tante' leePle .
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
In pursuance of a Judgment of
the Fulton Circuit Court rendered
at Its September Term, 1935. in the
action sit Frank Hendon et al,
plaintiff. against Jenane Hendon
CL al. defendata. I will on Monday
January 27th (about the hour of
1 30 P M 1936. (heine to's' d. .‘
Circuit Court at Furor:, at
k ourt house door in F'ultotk Ken-
tucky, sell to the h•-..tuot to • it
a credit of Six froi ths t../ .e
trig describe property, va.
Leos 7 and 8 in block A in
addition of C E. Rice to the C.
ot Fulton, and lot No. 5 in bi
A in said addition to the City
Fulton This property is located
Rims-111e, a suburb to the City '
Fulton and Iota 7 and 8 is the sere,
property that was conveaed to J S
Hendon, deceased, by R T Wtlkins
..nd this deed Is in volume 33, page
237 Fulton County Court Clerk's
, :fire. and lot 5 was conveyed to '
S Hendon. deceased. by K T
't'i and the proiserty located



























whuts thu tnattei 111;11') 0./ lo.o.t.
--yew dont seem tew be takin ver
tizual interest in Chrismus
oh maw— se/ mary—i tut: that
Shiftles gal horn front skool
kawse she wuz sik oh maw—ac?
slue—they liv so pore i kant git
them off Ins mind
its that own faulto-sez paw--
John Shattles wont husk knrn
feer he'l git off releef—sezze
that atilt tha kids fast wit On
maw -en I agree with mars not
wurry rnary --I;e7 she—them kids is
golf] tew het a Chrismus
so maw 1.11 bill en mary cii me
air haviri a hen) UV fun platoon a
Shuttles Chrismus niaw cii mary air
!min ()vim ole close 1.11 me en loll
air lapin kola an krakin nuts ter
candle en ppokorn balls
yew no i beleev tins i, guts, test
be tha best Chnsmus yet
kum hew think tiv et et evry
fambly fixt a Intel her one tither
famhlY ever-Owls. wild hey a met
rue Chnsmus
Sumhow seema .1 tools way
tew celebrateu  H larthday
-HANK THF. Er R MAN"
nit Ifighwas- 51 and at the south-
east cornet of Earl and Nolen
Avenue.
Same to be sold for the purpose
of division among the hens sit J
S Ilendon, deceased
The purchaser will be
to gave bond with approved secur-
Oy beartne interest at 6,-, from
day of sale having the force of
replevin bond. on which
may evaiie ....hen due
1111•1,: arly pro t
teal of rettarci me suspiciously be-.
4oniplaint about exist- '11". I ei.•1- I. Si Mr1g national do-
ing '•ocial conditions there is a fensecer-
tain proportion of plain ordinary
kit' -i slit lv advertised lie the ho
ought to
otrieself-pity It expresses itself after
this fashion "You who are older ingte.t.ay accidents We need
have grabbed all the opportuifiltrou s litclent)s(eqlrluanitedofcoinItalintuionusaly a•atilnistt)
with You had tt easy in your day
toulcie't find a job, or if you didn't ft, eigilvtraho 
the 
p:ilganwd !atice Thus far I go
like your Job, there v..as always the "!"'"! 
o 
But hen they talk about theland You could ploneer"
Seen through the rosy luau' 44 
nifSe;n;:t! "Trilru.. 
%"1.1e'oYrIfrrritiire,anstlyintailtk,
emotion. the pioneersa aappear s 
company to hardy young men and et,Ii‘O.7. tis,:,,j• ofthItt.,24,13e
eannen with their attics full of ' or a,
much a part of it a:, ads theham and potatoes and their cellrrs
loll of bard cider- -dancing barn 1-15,) '- 1,.1(1•11::_flitkhee „Argt
,(,)n tnheinkI taililatb4B)di)g'dance. and holding husking bees . •
But what were the facts' You get 11, ' sue ; ' %%TIT oft 'musts as it
ii glimpse of them in a recent bing- tilrf have been if pears. had
raphy called Old Jule:. bv Mari 't"ene,I since 1914"
s:indox. thvightr! ,,f rhi• Ieal causes of war are not
aid-hut pioneer tirini.eis or battleship builders or
scheming polio-lane The real causesto escape starvation. Old
Jule.. was dtiven from one home- r"r" hat'le•
in
Havelock Ellis pointed
stead Its another, a half-dozen . out years ago in his Essays in
War Time The French. with theirmines Sand storm and drought de-
de hirth-rate, did not wantattoyed his crops. hi" cattle died
war. the English people did notfrom lark of food o: water, or were
.froze vtaot it The German people didn to death in the terrific she)-i
not want it. But in forty-four yearsterless winters. He had to fight off
th:tailored thieves and wolves, and labor from --" Germans had increased from
star-light in the morning to moon-
light at night Four wives wore
themselves out trying to carry on
a with lam, he could hardly have.'xectstl'sn )5.4.11 punished more by sentence as
.1 galley slave
His case is not exceptional Out
of the multitudes who started West
• with the Forty-timers, only a few
arrived, thousands travelled only a
little way before the privations
drove them backHOME DEMONSTRATION The western frontiers are gone. it
T n.‘NDLE.
Master Comoro:same!
111E m, M F S. FULTON, KENTUCKY_ _ _
Messrs John Lloyd Jones, Scutt Rouge, Ls, is visiting with hetBeware The Coitvh,.•. Cantrell and the hostess Miss King on College-siDeNlyer, Harry Maddox, Ralph grandmother, Mrs S E
From a common cold 
Moss Jeanette Stokes of Mayfield I have lout hands, four head rot,s the house gue.,t ol Mrs l If horses arid implements Will Him -
NC, I • • ' I.••• hid tie.
t • t- to ,our .otigh, cheat cold
erre.e.aal lintatt, you eun re-
.; suov with Orei...iistoii cre11.111-
-.lois 1. orly coo the Soothing
I. so( I 1111•Iii • twiny ieniudivs;
.o..ts .1 ,, Its, up of White Pine Coin-
'4,in:it v.1,11 TI41, fluid extract, of
' -Jet Ito, .... thiat tadiaet of lbetac
a, ejs. it': :1110.:
f • I f I ,,i CA•rtata foi it .
atl 1,1 ..1' P. 111013, 11111/4.11 -
twit. iii . t. it, , it. creolatie IS
p tteralv Id, or,. (I is .,11 sI the•tr hi,
• ,• °dblt from tie.
alrathian s. is be taken fit-
so .1.1.• „ha oto 'moth ly by adults and
claidien is Ui i. lotus Ode results.
l'hotisand. ..f ski it), S use ertMNI11.11-
• 1011 in their own lninaIles its well its
its their mai tut kilowIng how Creo-
Iwo: loll rat, nature Is, boothe the 1n-
Demist ii.. minaira. :aid heal the Led.
- -
angs On
as tn.* $t'rni-laden phleam
al.,' . spelled. !await.,
C.t Si.. • t.,• in-' livens*. of Basch •vitae' Ci. uid they honk Ores,niubtiots I a, ha coughs because you
teid doe of rieosote
vinulgftad au that it petit-di,;estibles rind potent igoing
Its this, st or the trouble.
is guaranteed •Is ' ay •Ia• treatment of .
end irril.• ea.
ioat •• .1. . .'!,. I hose to tibborn (mese,- I
shirt /I LMIIIIson cold and hang on
tot dreadful slay:, and nights Shert
II omiedies have 1 1. •! •
di 4;041. Its authorized to ,
('r. oricalsion and to refuod I
of your money it you are not taLiailed
vi' Ii iesulta from the very first bottle.
IN al worry through another sleepless
Ms ht.—phone or go get & bottle of
ceornidsion tieht now, i Adv.)
Bruce Barton Says
115 It Iii i t's l'111\111-
AGENT'S SCHEDULE, as true. hut if any boy or girl has
Monday. January 20— 4-11 Club' in him the courage of the pioneers
Organization meeting. Chilton at 1 ! he will not be downed in this age.
'any more than he would have beenp m. County Agent's Office a hundred years ago Courage isTuesday. Jan. 21 --5-H Club (Is . timeless unfortunately. is self-ganization. Fulton pits




friday J.: algest•-• 11,
maker,
,It \I ft %tiff Nli %Ns WAR
. • : i k... I am a
 hoc-, wide& . and am ac-
ootdingly shot at from both sides.
My p:eparethiesa friends criticize
toe aa or...! .or t,, ; l•
fit ty millions to eighty millions—
THERE was the was pressure To-
di,,- Soviet Russia has about sixtypc,, ,isle for each acre of tillable
lard. the United State-- has a hun-
dred But Italy has more than four
hundred: Germany more than five
hundred. and Japan more than 24
hundred'
The nations with declining birth
rates cry. "Peace" The crowded
nations talk about their "destiny"
The rulers who make war are not
rulers really, they are distracted




entertained a number of her yo
friends with a well planned bu•
supper Sunday night at her h•
on East State Line Those pre
were Misses Ann Valentine, S
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t ish myself T W
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SALT -‘ EH- it FL/1'S Cl*T-01.T ROX
THREE BOXES 
9c
spEa cALL FOR COUPONS ON SILVER
"L W ARE, No drawings. «Tryon( wins
SLASHING ITS WAY TO SENSATIONAL NEW RECORDS!/ he thousands who'rt seen it say this great picture is worthy every dollar
of the million Warner Bros, spent to bring you Rafael Sabatini's amazing
romance of the lovable rogue who made his name- the terror of kings.'
D.FpX,I1
-
•••)V-Wilitt a Loteiv Woman as lb. 1,.• to 'a Spode
Coroo.,, Blood boni444 114. dacrile.e %words-
ei Ote pay% pesme..,o1 of










1,/ I \ 1 DOUBLE FL iTI RE
BARBARA STANWYCK
MT OF THE ROARING EIGHTIES with
BUFFALO BII.I.'S WILD WEST IN
"ANNIE OAKLEYIt
—PLI'S-
bit MINUTES OF THRILL a, HEROISM
REAR ADMIRAL BIRD'S





KAY TURNS RIR ALLURE ON THREI
MEN TO SHOW A BLONDE TROUBLE
MAKER WHAT TROUBLE REALLY IS
—WHEN A WOMAN'S IN I ti VI:
KAY FRANCIS
IND GEORGE BRENT "
"THE GOOSE A\1)
THE GANDER"
GET ACQUAINTED OFFER ON THIS
OREAT HIT' Cur Tiff COUPON FROM
THIS PAPER!
• 1TIRDAI —2 FEATURES
JANUARY MR
iiettr 'Oration PORTER'S, "FRECKLES"
ROB STEELE in 'MESTER\ JUSTICE"
it ABNER ItROTHERs
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• 'sips
AAA is Killed by Detasitei
of the Supreme Court
IX iloitiees of the Eni.ed Snit is
• Sopreme court. Including 4111.1
Just lee Hughes, joined In tin opinion
• o' 'led 0,e .tgrIctilttirtil VIJItst




Ity decision, read by
N to CI is I s* .1 110 lest
)wen .1. Roberts, held
that the AAA %vas
wholly tintionstittition
al because it Ito ailed
t rights of the Rf.114.4
101111 IWCkIng I., n41III rot
tarns product lom. The
Chief Justice • , system of pro,.
Hughes cssong taws inopooted
to finance the program was swept into
<Dalian!.
Not only are the processing taxes
Illegal but the emir( apparently de-
clared the fail,: fitment contracts void
snot piit up bars against :illy attempt
of the federal :zooyernment to regoilate
farm production toy u hato•ver IIIC:1114.
SCIlaittra ant r1:11111.1.411111111V VS W11,1
Immoadati•ly hegati planning legislation
I: continue belied paymetits too tarn;
era and to balance agriculturid output
did not 'teem to grasp the fill
nee of this part of the sloe si. 41.
'111i* court 11:1111 flatly that regulation
of farm production is not within the
scope of the federal poem:at:it and
of its island'," to aeCitIllplisti thls, nor
can it purchase adhere:,.,' to a control
scheme toy feoleral payments.
The decision thetroyeol not only the
oMginal AAA Mit also Ito. attlenolt•t1 act
ttr the last session of cootegroaos.
The diseenting opinion he :•1 that the
AAA was a legitimate euiploanient of
the power to tax for Ibe gt floral wet.
tare. It attacked the theory that the
preaervation of our institutions Is the
exclusive cooneern of the Supreme court
and auggested that under the majority
decision the unemployment work relief
act is unconstitutional.
President Roosevelt. Secretary of
Agriculture Wallace and other admIn
istration leaders had no Immediate
comment on the decision to make pub
lie, but the President cart-1 Attorney
General Cummings and M. Wallace in-
to conference. The administration and
congress' must do something to rake
nearly half • billion &Ilan which the
government has contractel to pay
farmers and stratnat which it now has
no Income. since the processing Impost
Is outlawed. Diaposaition of shout tc-avi..
000.4.110 accumulated wider ceurt orders
that impounded processing tax collec-
tions must he determined.
AAA Administrator Chesetr Davis
stopped all payments to farmers "until
further notice." and the Treasury de-
partment ordered all collectors oof in-
ternal recent,, to desist from further
efforts to collect proci•-!ng tales,
In his budget no Presalent
Rooseselt Indul. • senue from
processing taxes. s-• •!' • s :preme court
deeisien had the effeo! ' throwing the
itKr; whir's: still fur.!..•r out of bal-
ance by something like a billion dol-
lars.
F
President's Message Is a
Defiance of Opponents
SUltItitUNDEIP by klieg lights. nit-cropbones and movie cameras.
President Roosevelt stood before thy
iltellikte and house In n:ght .10'nt session
and delivered what
was nominally his an-
nual message on the
state of the nat••on.
Actually It was not
that at all. hut a
statement concerning
the warfare and in-
ternational distort T-
hane.', oon the ether
orontirentsk followed
by what the pc ss
generally tona:detod
an eaoquent and •.•
tan' isoldical s: • •• h
e41.1r.'1.s.-0 to the people 0 tno to toal
St tes, who lir the nooliiorot atire
Inc in on their radios. Part.ton
Ion of 1114 IIIPS.ssa:Vi Is perlia!os a. •
less. Of course its satopoortet• prat...A
It I and has /111..110 Its per,'
• aophatie in deroaao.n.
l'enio rats and Itepel.:,cans alike
commenileit the Presi5lent'5 opening:
paragraphs In which he bolory con.
&stoned the agrre.-s.on of Italy and
Japan. though without rano'n:. the..
nations; anti there Was li•th. dissen.
from his awsert'en that the l'ritte.1
Slates nillst Inait.tain Its trutralitv
while 111P•ek.ng to -ilis5sotrare the 'me Ivy
belltserent rations' of any end all
Armories,' proonicta calculated to fac,i
Itate the proseentlon of a war in goon
titles erste and Shore eat Itr..M.O ex
ports to them In time of peace."
The remainder of the message. de
voted to domestic affairs, was ottaotra
chiefly to a helligerretty worded de-
fense ot the New lies' measures of the
goIministratIon, an attack on those oho
op'..' them and • Spirited plot/are
In w'oleh Mr Itooseaelt defied ant
dared his erttles to move for the re.
r. al of those measure, Instead of
"hlit'ng their dissent in a cowardly
ries* of genera it " In only two
paragraphs did the 1'r...intent dwell on
"11* state of the nation." In these
he said that after 'warty three !Pala




inerensIng, ngelo•ulture it illillIstr,
are "returning to full otiosity." and
"we aloproach a balance of the national
budget." That 11141 alai 1.1111.11! Wilit
greeted with niockIng laughter from
the Repololican side oof the chaisolsoo
HMI though the limitocrat• chef red
'.1 r. Roosevelt himself stored
II his words.
tine passage In the meaaage W.14 In
terpreted by some am a threat to ,
the lower eillIrt.4 to suits
oonstittitIonality cif feoleral Ian it. 'I he
President told econgreaa that ifs enact
numbs require "prooteo thin until final
adjudication by the highest tribunal."
and added that congress ' loaa the righ,
and can find the megoisso to. protect Its
°Wit preriiglitIves"
.Vtogether, the sisictaele In the house
chamber was tistriordinars lin
paralleit All the
sentatIves were th. •
remarkably
lite cabinet att....,
leries sat !d r.. It..
1'1111111,a 1111.11illtura,
other pHs Urged persoor-
cootoopletels'. Vice VII
SIN'ilkrr Ponta joint .•
the session.
The Pr•••••lenrs IlletssfW, is is il.'
motto oal toy American 1..toeits
leagite as -the moat data:et-cols speech
that toyer 1111114* 11- u1 a President." and
loy rowan.* l're•;dent !bole r• II... 'r
as if -oar on earth allot
Pi will among men
Senator .1.oseph l'oemoo-
crane leaolor_ struck back at the Pres
Merit's critics In a statement tle.•!oring
that if the l'resident haol reciteol the
Ten llllll he would has.,
been manioc." of loasing nacrior moo-
Uses. Ile repeated the • hallengo• of









Secretary of Labor Perkins
Praises Year's Doings
S rmil or Labor France's pee-kind found the developments •of
the last year much oof la•netit for the
American workingman. In her annuai








brought about also by
the social security act.
3. Establishment of
hoards for settling In-
dustrial disputes lo-
cally.
4. Creator CO Opera-
tion betoeen the stiles and the Labor
department, through regootial confer.
5. Development of the United States
enu.l..theht service.
Even the large number of !strikes.
during Iteki coild he viewed v.11 h some
satisfaction by her, for she said they
were "doe In part to the natural expel.-
lotion of labor too share in the early
fruits of titisiness improvement."
For the ftrure Miss Perkins envi-
sioned a minimum wage law, a short
work week of perhaps 40 hours. com•
ponsaticon insuranee. ai..1 str'et regula-






IIIS Mee,sage to congress antonif.
tine. his approved budget for the
1937 fiscal year, beginning July I next,
Preahlent Roosevelt followed the dou.
tole system of accounting his admin-
istration has always employed-one act
of books for regular expenditurea and
income and another set for Eno, zeney.
spendine Anil appropriations lie aa-
, !soled that receipt. from ail soosrces. in
liart /wit I1:111- ss 11 11.:-1,1::..1e an
S; .661111011
; ter it c oset: loio or • ots's
are es;o:n i•ed at S...oip.000••••..• S
the -nu:. ' .1,
wilt a slitidits of o 54.11 Vol
1110 Iii,' I, essa,.• ss. 1,! ..1 sae af•
s„
11El,11.s1,111111l itt 55'? h. Is • sjs I
$*..sttilios1 • this :•as.ntr.
II,' new alli1.1•1 1:1'am for tslchor
aorks relit t open for at least two
'that hunre of Stastloo.11501 more-
...no: the Pre-odent s estimate of meet-
petional it, 54055 1111 July I trom the
At..1 previous 4•11...`lha‘ileY
appropriation*. It doves not take onto
account probahle new oppropriati.tot
tor similar parposes yet to tor deter
Coffee Coal Act Again Is
Declared Invalid
No I: more the 'Wrier coal Si'? has
been declared unconatit 11(101141i
this time hy risterat Judge John I'.
Itarneta ot Chicacoo. lie grants-it to a
loenl coal eornisany a temporary tri
junction to restrain federal 'Stiehl,*
from reflecting a portion of the taxes
imposed under the law,
The Injunction Is to 11O111110 In fore.
Mailing a ruling by the Chile" state.
Supreme Court on similar 'mita lino:Alt
by that Curter Caul company Ill %%ado








Ethiopian Vim tor,' ?
Prof. A. 51 Artitoq of North l'arollna
university says it war loot %% Ikon that
kopt tills coomotcy
ont or war for II
•11;le, hut the emity
try that Lela •1
Poll out of so
in to gem than he
wombi loas e 5111)541
ollt.
Prof14111or Arnett
says he all prose.
In it book, that Wil-
son wanted war In
Pali% ailil watt kept






How deep we have tiunk 10
our depresslim If Woodrow Wilson
haul carried out his allegeol plan and
sr:atilt the Par One ye.or
time, in 1910
llow many nolfliona sf Anterio•ans
woonld base loam kolleol (they were
uslsay 4 honored with front row
place.d? !low many tens of billions
weld,' hale 1114111 111111.41 1,1 I bus. piihp.•




The nrchlokhoop of I'anterhilre, head
of the chore,' of Foot:land. Ions
!mitts! all Faroopoato t'ioriatiiiii commo-
nly:into to too ti in forayer for ;mace,
%art req,hiti.,114 ooittlaa mg all war.
While tho archbishop takos that do.
slratole we!, the British mos eminent
Work,. rapiolls S.11111) iticribuo.4 of
the ti.:hting Nothing like tuim
Wanes to hunk lip eliquent prayer
for peace.
l'ilete h:im on his hands the
Job of preventing the spread of dia.
ease thrott.:h.out the country and Its
Importation from abroad.
Doctor l'urritn, in charge of in.:pets
for the American Museton of Natural
Illstory. warns Sew York It may he
Invaded by malaria brought Into north-
ern Sew Jersey by a CC(' ennui stink-
er from tlie South. The onophelen
mosquito, always present, ham been
spreading the germs. lie cannot do
that unless he first toltes a malaria
carrier.
Selassleho firtittne (len. !all?.
march Itallit Ketwale *tends cheerful
news to hi.' royal maater:
"We foeght and beta the !notions
from dawn to dusk: '21111 Potion white
go/driers. twenty lb a ha n otheera,
Cannon. Manisa and Innumerable hat-
teries of machine guns male murder-
0114 concert against its, but Cost pro-
tected yaiir homble Christlan soldiera,
and the Elon of Judah was vietiirionis."
Ethiop;ant persist In their theory
that they are the only Utort.tian. in
voolvest. They aay the I? t' .o• • are
I altholica, therefore not I lir staris,
whieh would amuse the It .1 'IA, If
they had time for amusement.
Rome c.alts the Cleneral Ivelartnatch
dispatch "customary Ethlotean inac-
curacy."
Former Corernor Alfred E. Smith,
booked for a big political talk in Wash.
iteroon. I o. 4', and invited by• Mrs.
it,s,se,ett tu stop at the Wbite Homo*
(hiring ma sta y in waahingtoon, de-
clines the Ins! stion„ explaining OAR
Pm. is ill have too le a cloud with him
Politician-c do think that the
(only reasen. They expect iloscrnor
Smith to "ell? loses." and cm.',' thine+.
0.'10 the administration that pould
not eons. cracrfully from a %%lute
Howie guest.
Mr. and Met. Triplett of Jenkints,
who have tost received from heav-
en their third !ism of triplets. say -We
are In .t fielded to death tort imagone
rout soirp-.ae." rrne trets,
the hatu.s. 04,1111., f,t Vo.
all Mcsen living, and roo•tolt.att•
baby born in a f.omily that u:dita loa.
bit-% Is lb e fortunate chili,.
For the WIIII,,IYI .111 111:0, AN In, •Io/10C 1114
W:Int ii:e j. not to
have them--for the • 1.11.1M:11S sake.
----- -
!utter knop s 5.-!•,t to. • - left
11 e rest oof ssoe'ot - • .r the
..-' I l. •••: ', I t-''1 I '-•
' so
to lo.00ld lo„toe• and Eng-
land cot's...hied
'is he rims, h use nn sir
co.-, e as atr-o:t la it *.t I r and
V. Ill toresaa..1 to 1.•• WI It 11.• oO. Inds
al..% the return c! • • t111,eil
from riermenr, re .1 I. • e..•. o•o o•
will 11:7,1t for them if loe , 14111 get theM
twsnevalstY:
Austria WM PAT l'nelts Sam on as-
Count of detot thirty mol'Ion
paymert in American paper doll ie.
At the eurrent rate of each:ince l'ucle
Sum v.111 ref Anft140.11a our paper
',Millets Sr.' convenient r,,r
for thee know, oislioncli we dos sot.
that ormr dollar la worth !VI cent.'
Thonolis W Lamont, p. J Itlyrisipt
Iltorzin A company partner. rose.. eye
bombed !tem. unit: doll:sea to es-1110Ni'
a -chair of tsiliticat econo-iis ph 111,kr
tar& 'the money will St us and the
Interest will be nsed Well Insetted.
It si.I pay the chosen prerelease a
taw





Pies. !Wilding W14,1111,111.1n, t•
oistionetoo It oaa liu its- looney
days of the Kummer .it 11114. It will
I.. roomemloereol, that
Ferdinand
oati laid loos by ion
nasasoolio's hoillet Ito a
remote pro's ince of Austria At the
flute, the ushassination Pas front VIVI'
!ICON fur mood oof the tww•papera loot
Its real import %11:4 it generally recog
1117191. Neberlheless, from that incident
sprang the greatt•st war the woorld ions
ever kilos% n.
tVitioln a few months of '22 3 11./It's
stIr INII.s:e,,11411.11„,laits1111.1 1101,1,t,t1,1011 f :!iin:rito,114.1...%,:oh.f.111,.:
ha 1.• Con
11114111.illsals JI1S1 IIS I 1...V111. At the Ida..
VIII finis*, 1111111111Illfloll 1111111110i all oorer
Europe are %salting tor a spark to set
them off It may he an accidental
spark or It only he spark deliherately
clod Into that pow oler keg. I do not
Mean to so.% t 11:11 If Vs ill holt I
, .1.• wi.li ti eliVia.iie that at no time
.itire the Arelithil.e's has
iliere been a field ••• fertile for the pro
motion ,if a g I ga lit i. 55 ar its the present,
It nifty %POOL 1111.1 mooloontoteolly doe.,
seem to many. that the dangers in
hereof III the European situation at
hrt'"ent are afar off. But: It Vali he
to•ealloal that there acre those In this
emitotry oho, sis late as Plitt saki the
ruropean ear was 3.1451 miles awns.
I te fore It ended. loosseser. ;,,11011,111111
Alllerlea II loti;.S and illtiLf Wen hail
Waal drafted too be thrown 1111.1 thaf
rmintits.:111 I. may Moppet'
•galio.
%%lode there 14 no Immediate possI
bility of the Flitted States getting tan
[hal ttp Ito the European political prod,
bons %%Meta spring front hostilities he
tweet: 1:fIllopla HMI I 11111, those o hit
know Ill-tin)- taitinot fall too agree with
the at:inane:a that It Is nes er too early
to plan for preventing, war. For that
' reasom theta, I tot•liesoo almost every
family In the United States has n
stake. either dIreetly or intlireetly, Ill
one of the problems with which con.
greas must deal. 'flits legislation is
known toy the abort sand rather Inde
seriptIve till,' of the neutrality policy
It Is. Indeed. Pat that, but the point I
Reek too :mike Is that Ow title doe* not
convey by any manner tor means Its
full Import:thee or Its full effect upon
the lives of each of us. If a volley can
I be worked out, a policy that Is effee
Ilse. 011,cl...oily mir chances for remain-
. hug ont sir any hostilities In Europe--
, or in Asia for that matter-are err
tainly better. I do not k noW
and I ilo not believe anybody can say
arcoriotely Olaf it is possilile to ,he
%Mop a neutrality polity that will be
fool proof ; or that sill guarantee to
us the removal oof possible entangle
ments, or that sill preVetlt us from
!dubbing our toes and falling Into, the
midst of the niess It seen, to me,





' Out of War
A year ago anont this time. rongresa
enacted a hill which aas designed to
preterit the sh i pment
of war materials to
any belligerent na•
tIon or natioons. It
wag mandatory. The President was Ili-
reetial toy cot: gees-. to lay an eintoargat
ng.altost tla• shIpmetit of arms, ammo.
nItIon of oar to any eetintrieo encaced
In hoostilititoa regardless or whether
thelr were right or wrong. We
have hail some experience with the
force of that leeislatain already and
It has not issen %% Wood its embarrass-
in: and dither!? phases Now. how
eser. it is proposed to revamp that
legiciation a hich W1191 admittedly of a
temioorary chat-meter and Is 111114 to es-
: pire by !Imitation of law tin retire:try
• 29. Congress; has been told rather def
Initely. 1 think. that this country Pants
to remain out of PIII:011Ile nnife'S
The President has the same ;item. So,
tustraol oof :oll.saing our sa1171'lis to run
cc 1.1 ship anvil aml es cry thing.
mike c••••: : !! oemt r .e. 11,4%5
el11.111..:1`,I 11: mar or C.o., otu.: may be
yoga:zed later. it is et-i• III C
11:11e /I livat:eht smut,
cc hatever prim •ples may be found
wisest to totottad its It.rn tourselsoa and
1.11•11fit 114 from 110 1,55 i 4.PrSit.h as,4
again into sueti s "11'311/1 Of molten
talt• as any piewtit scar would ha'
The pr • hien' is net as simple as It
appears ..ti the soot-I:be %% lien owners'
enacted llie pro soot temporary nem
tralay- Iez.1.1:a1011, 0 3•:,usi,lesi that the
enthorgors. %%Lett auti if lutist ap
Plt in all It 401“. the President no
iliseretionary isso or to tb•iipeasitto
situ lit to 11Se these tush
bal.:tie% AO a %Calton 11:-:.1111st 0110 na-
tion %% hilts aiding lilt.'? It's' Mr noose-
elt, Its 44,01.1111.: the original legis-
lation. saiol poldoly that he tvelieviwt
siesoid sit, ii don -retionary
poser. This %sag In line with this eon
elusions' of the lkspartnitstit of State
with h hotessarity Most he Ilo• 1•it••I
detirs aotsIser oon matters of thia kind
l'onersam ass reolcittal In many
(porter% when It made the endoartmes
appoicatoie too all beliogerents Nov.-.
toosoescr, If vie may judge (nom the
aorol that comes lit '1% asholgton, WW1
MO111 11444114 111 110 1',1111:11101 in the
other direethin and there certainly Is
• et•Modernitle, II 11111 a matorily.
Ment tor nw• of the mandator), itroal:
61,q, ii disting110111141 t the eaten
Noon of disetetionary aattiority to bile
ITesioletit To say II another v. ay. the
telotinoett appears to be 111 111 of of
11111.111:2 11111 VIIIININ:01.11 1111141111140 to all
1.0 114is5 ens and not Just to WIMP
:ogles uval1011111100%)...)=111411111111).••• ••••0111.01.1.111111111111111111111111161141
If Is all IC fit ally that liCtore emigres's
iliac, 111111., inallIlledy What perma
tient policy shall be,
there sill be tatter
olehatio. oesatinnIng
floe problem. II la to
he remembered that alien the 31111 en'
mood his P. 1111 eniliaago against all 1111
thois at war It takes away possibilities
sit trementIonti profit. This profit lie
etlICS !Wise Indostries las which NUN
Inkling par materials are produced.
Neutrality legislation, therefore, may
prose hot am ,i.stI ii Nal% ner
haps, but nevertheless it testis action
limits, there is 1111 question) th:ot Inany
lines tor commerce and industr% are wit
to he drawn into the preliminaries
of this derision.
To explain how disturbing to eertain
Itt-ioof Industry thia thing 11:111 I1e. It
olds lis'er.“:11* Ii1 recall es..ffis
'II.. Iwo month or so In commetIon stIlli
II,,' sanctions proposed tic the
N:.thitlis The la•ague has tried to
fore.. the olictator. Mussohoi, to sotto
draw from Arlie,' by the loo. of em•
Is what are
The lea.•nto moo ceded a Ith consider
nii1.• si„;,ir 111011 it reached the on...4nm
..r oil.
Pan 11 11I111 the t,-'t bl,,ut n 0.! i•
were Ill Or). country cc lots' is
found, men I.tir own
.%a a resod% they hase led the oil
t000ase up to the a aterong trouch broom
a half dozen airts,....t approoao.hea but
They has.. mot yet Nen able fit 111.11,•
hint drink. 1 our its,, oil interei•its has,
not losoi quiescent. If NH. 14.:1::11.•
oil shipments to Italy. the United
its of the oil compatilea and ihe hun-
dred.; 111...11 111111.1reils thomsanda of
shareholders Would be cut.
Further. Mussolini has announce.'
puloliely That Mime:Moon et the ein
hargo luso' toil would mean war. Ile
did not say with whom he %mild go
Ii, war tont the ItrItitolo and the Unmet'
kt000w anal they are getting ready. The
British has Its mitlre Mime flect In the
Mediterranean at thin time and the
Blue docket% aboard the British men
of war hase been drilled thorottglift
anew In the science of naanning their
hig, gyms.
So It Is seen t000w delicate this whole
circumstance Is It is wain that vi hen
conerota deals oith the neutrality leg•
'station, It Is mooldine • pattern ever
which there will he undoubtedly' an
aligninent among our (It 17eInt us .1111111
ly drawn as thoough It %ere a porely
domestie question. There will tie th'ise,
of course, who foyer a permanent poi
ley which cc III ntake it mandatory upon
the President to apply embargoes
against shipments of anything nsable
In war and treat all natiens engaged In
war alike. There will be set oft against
Oda sentiment those v.1,.. think the
Chief Executive ...Mould have discreciooto•
sty poaer and that the eovernment
should n, it lie placed In a strait -Jacks'?
from which it s.antict extricate Itself
wIthont coneressional action. What•
ever the conelnslions May be and a hat-
ever form the new leelalation
It 1-1•113111101 as 011.* of the most Imiaor-
faut policies to come before moneress
in many mama. Whateser is done
necessarily will be a preetalent footled
which future generations' will looek as
time goes oon whether civillaati.on has
comes more enlightened or not.
• • •
The Tro•asura, operatine on • fiscal
year thou rem. from July 1 to jime
has just passed the
half cc it,'. point In the
cerrent l'2 month ye.
rho, The tigures
show that its receipts are laggIne far
bohind the extsenditures anal olemon-
strafes the necessity for cutting 'boon
the federal outgo enless the nation de
sure: too Si'.' its deht go far bir
yoml anv total hitherto coneeistst
Tim idti• tat TI...usno Mgt.-mem to-




ts%es stool taloa' MS 01110.
In con, e. ..• IIs •to • .t t to
1111 1olie .o. sc• .'• • "
litithtSlihtlial, the lolglicst point II • so •
11:1a InCaell1s1 mod thot total is t., •
too billion dollar,* higher than Ii'
Ihr dish, as it stood last July I se 11
II,,' present !local year begun,
Since the e‘pettolitUres were so h
larger than the m1'1.114,4. it,,' 1 •
iias been operating sal a hasis I u,,l ra•
cloyed to the minimum, shos‘s an tout
go of *boot $1141 tor every $1 441 rot
leeted in n*1011110 during the first half
et 
the
ei• Yvelirtlsesitean s.y3rs ositsie.-5 usaisa,
110.0* C111111114 our goy*. 







In the & moil Stales house
or other structure Is willtolly wet sin
tiro for Ilisuratoe„ excitement or Ite-
%enge- on an ass-rage or wive 'set-)
Itro minute*, despite the fart that ar
POI; lire* are ilseally easy to detett land
II..' punishment Is swoons In aia
state." roils to Imo calls for the death
penally and, In 14 culverts it roso.as its
either life inopeossorituent (Si' a
sentence
Washioatos falissosassat Dimeasion•
w isgi mit111,111.1t1 I. ro.NN
feet rst% ono he. I, heleht bier is
81 feet square. and the top la 34 ICcf
6 Inches 'Tony
Wilder-Horn Petiple Found
Lou cr in IQ Than Iniirrs
Arc is...111.. With ill Illi. 55 iiI,1 I ma
1111..1110.1d ils Iii, in •1111%
mow? No 1,1 loaca, Prod Rudolph l'Itot
lier 1111.1 I or 5;1'1110. 1.1,113101s II s • 111111)
1.I• ..1 11'.11111.11,n
'overt In the Jooirioal oot Loin atoonoi
l•-sid000lo•gy 11 sillitt a ow
ho.lu '1 III 1. 101.'111 I , 1 ̀  1111)1 1.11..1411
111.. oof I o o Iona, sli 111111
soling :WO 1 is 1..111111
horn 111 Illsi ci nfer II -lightly 11111
nsimlently loner store oi. 1111.111
▪ flials 1 1111 11 Iloilo. Ingo .1nrithl,.
the tither months.
TilleY toll:gest this Is proobablv he
41111111. more %sinter born I,ululuiq have
▪ f111111, uiIci':iss'i Iiiiit impair their
constitutions
Ail \II it tit ittriti,iti l';ate
1 *1- ill l';111Z1:111",
..autio town mole still lit
ti -o• i I m uI 1,4 the \eopert
in 13,11.1./11, 55 It it11 archeoliivis is he
sc cc Is loon lietocen :di It 5' niusi
1,
It.. des the main arch Is a %mailer
one. fool nietly tistal is. a -needle's eye'






You are taking for
Headaches. Neuralgia
Lir Rheumatism Pains
is SAFE is Your Doctor. 
AskHim
Don't Entrust Your
Own or Your Family's
Well-Being to Unknown
Preparations
BEFORE you take any prepara-tion you: don't ktiow all about,
for the relief of headaches. or the
pains of thelln1:11 1,111. 111.111-11 IS or
neuralgia, ask your doetilr alial he
thinks abilut it in elimparison
with Genuine Haver Aspirin.
We say this because, before the
discovery of liaver Aspirin. most
sis-called "pain" remedies were ad-
vited against by ptia•sicians as hem;
toad for the stomach; or, often, for
the heart. Arid the discovery of
'layer Aspirin largely changed
medical tor,octice.
Countless thetas:Inds of people
oho base taken !laver Aspirin Near
I:: and out without ill effect: has,
proved that the medic:of tinchmas
about its ...JAY were correct.
Itemeniber this: Genuine Rayer
Aspirin is r.ited among the fastest
methods discus'. r. for the relief
of headaches and all ciimmon pa ms
and safe for the average person
to take regularly.
You can get real itaver Aspirin at
ant, drug snore -- simply by never
asking for it toy the name "aspirin-
alone. lout abaays sa%ing BAYER
ASPIRIN oheu you buy.
, Bayer Aspirin
Set Esomple
To convert a nein to xour 1111' 11 „









I INICIat nos sett' trots
inatarte h's• hit
Its I I. ,1
111.111 Salsas 's It. TTANIV \
l'abletto to.,111. earns:14st Nit
lestinal slot's:her-4s Nit
Is are a tecoNorsoson
4 i.1121 ma* cliern. pros .5
1 be nature In pi.Inla And
.rersakka Ity !arta to.
•oeht. Nose 0%11 his rive
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lite• ...! , In the
contivient.il
of Alaska, k rapidit now
It Is the Mount 1:111,1,4. vont
•.'s I.01.1 •• 111 1111 ,11•11
pearly :al Alta.,-
11'. Frith). III
411 gillt III .111i.;
Wildly, third Lirto•.,1 out
MM.. Of Ille grollis. I+ Igo n.I




Just do what hot.totala do, and the
doctors insist on. use a good liquid
lagative. and aid Nat tire to restore
elocklike regularity without strain or
ill effect.
A liquid can always be taken in
gradually reduced ibises. Reduced
dosage is the real secret of relief front
cons! ipal ion.
Ask a doctor about this. Ask your
druggist how very popular Dr. Laid-
well's Syrup Pepsin has become. It
gives the right kind of help, and right
amount of help. Taking a little less
each time, gives the bowels a chance
to act of their own accord, until they
sue moving regularly and thoroughly
without any ht lp at all.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin con-
tains senna and cascara-both natural
laxatives that form no habit. The ac-
tion IS gentle, but sure. It will relieve
any sluggishness or bilious condition
due to constipation without upset.
America Growing
Th.. A merle:. ti eon Ment has ex •
pand,s1 in breadth about forty feet





to blip epees Ilse
ino,trits aotil permit
Ir. r 1,/ ...11//1111..!
MENTHOLAT_UM
&ma
  Old City
• ria was f minded by Piece




Pestuips the 'west way to present a cold
kora-catching hold' • end ui.ng worse it,
at Once, ta ClcAnse Inter-
1%, FREE nAlly Do It tl-e plestam tea-
SAMPLE cup way. Flush the systemwail a hot r.,• of Garfield
"In" "a Tere-thernd ,easy-to-takece. rare f.2 .
$ow. •a, P. r tiouitilavehee At drugstores
REIPIDTPA
It'. There
T'h.• tilid the grin in
grind
ASSIST NATURE




* •i1176•• •1 System of poi-












\V P N .1.‘c s dn. I.041 badly andyou setter • isioo,n9 beckedse,
..,th chi t,ntres humeri, wanly Of too
beswent wowillon and ceiling up at
osaht whew you feel It-rd nervous,
all ur,et ... use Dose's Pills.
Dosn's are 'tax-cony lot poody
.tootitna Iicineys. Mations ol bores
arc useit steely year. They ate 111t011e
teceited the country owe/. Ask yew
ee, Must!
DOAN'S PILLS
'VHF VIA l'OUN1'1 NEWti FITTON KF.NTI'eliV
-.1=1•111110o.r. 
CAUGHT IN THE WILD
WNI1 Service
By ROBERT AMES BENNET
Copyright by Robert •iiiss Ittinn•t
SYNOPSIS
__—
nu Man prompector. la or--paring to telli%• for 111•1111111111 mini,,,
Its the For North, • plane land. lc
th• stria ays situerg•nry •tallon I
It alio Hutton Ronan, millionalru
mining magnate; bin daughter, 1.11-
Itil. iii ''is Usti Itiostoy, pilot •nd
minim! •sialio•er. It•Ileving hltn to
1.• only all imitmuurilml tgluelgentitt, the
met, offer to make on air trip to
tiarth's clatio. although theY rid.r topaitipiss or gol.ltintlf11-beefIlIK ereav nearly "worthless." LI I lth Rant.
lit, product of (till Juts age. plainly
NigloWe contempt for itarth. Through
ltarth•rt guidance the plane 1111(111
reaches the claim site. Illuzby and
Hamill, offer making • I tests,avvure thirth him claim lit nearly
valueless, but to "encourage" young
prospectore they are willing to take
o (Manes In Inventing a email amount
Sen.ing treachery ahead. (forth se-
cretly rronov•ii a part from the noi-
tor of the pink, fluichy end Limn
'aunt hut their loins soon
ritankes When they try to Mart the
plane. Returning to shore they his'
to foree (turtle to give up the gn i...4.
log part. Iturth manages to owl tLo
noinoplan• ailrlf t and the c-,, • • •
rorrles It river the falls Its
out that he is their only hope
guiding them out of the .
ilarth begins the work of prelim ill:
for the look Journey. Ile Insists
that the others help. Itatolti and
hie daughter roust be hardened for
the hard' hips ahead tm their trek to
Shim. outpost on the Mackenzie. Garth
experience. dirtioulties In gettiog
hail companions Into line. An caper,.
•nce with • bear helps. Returning
front a Ions sleep iii the wood..
4.artto find. th• Party has ntolontea and sugar tie has been slaying
for emergencies. It., tnake• no ob-
jection, amply 'minting out that hi-
Is sc,•witonied to it strict meat dlet,
and that they eve hurting only them-
selves. The sunk of getting ready
for the trip continuo,. Rushy re-




N.. Mail of the Cir.:HOPI'S eol.IlY (..1!
culating character would stop ;it any-
thing, o hen the stakes of the gam..
meant a player worth a million or
1111 ,re. 3lottier Nature couid now he
counted mmli to 1‘..e1/ the spoiled heiress
In line. Rot the %VII.' would only
sharpen and Intensity the engineer s
craft amt asarive.
After eatitic his till. Cart!) took to
Itimby's bed, hoshie the suithlze tire
fle ts.ilit•hed Ito find that the slit. load
ialsen its northern dip and was lost
slanting, up agadi above the mountain
. rests. It 1.a.1 !wen under much longer
titan in Jilt V. The summer s•as get
ling' well itamg.
Ilui'y ti-ti vtayeti on %catch to keoti
Iii,' tlre g44irlz. ile :net II.irttt•,t off-
hand good mornint; with a show of
eivility. 11 ,4 011411 re;,...ollill•Z had brought
him to the re:tit:m/10n that nothing
S's.. to N. gained by mist:4g tig 1:31111
tilien Miss Itamill left the lisant.i.
Garth stooped In under the low roof
1011 1,,-:•)*1 to rut, tier 1a:111.1'.c4 kneet:
1111,1 hip,. nionotta:re zroatiod
that he hail beets stricken vs- MI a ter-
rible :ilia. 1 11 1111111,1411 111111 rhistinnt
tism. It was lluthuulsium tor hint to
Unite.
Ileo.iless (if the utalto.. Garth rolled
TI.,' shaid.la,ticr oat beside the cold
baked leg 44f moose, 1"iie "sit-1,- man
mere than ,'l tier his daughter or
ttartli. Atterwt,rds, insistent ttrZuuuuZ
awl the of e,,,y w„,k „,tt
persuaded him to get en his feet. They
w;itiderial around through the worsts.
will. frequent pauses In the glades.
Ni hen. smeral hours later, they re-
turned to camp MI., Rainiil hat: corn-
plettil one tnoe,-Ism and was dog:, !It
stitching at its mutate. flu c-lu tutu'
1,91111 from the trough a, is the gold
Lan. Cavil. melted last of the
moose fat In It anti tried a heaping
mess of nu,shnsitto', l'i•r salad, he
...hook a ,I..atitity ofpte.is.11.tly acid
sorrel fiiim th bottom of his pail
N\ 1.4 ssiTt. the mr:11 tie
• ,• I.. :it !:.;,• it as!,
"•"‘ if' 55 ''t i.00d feel
%•• ri•,‘:.‘ ‘; 0̀1,e
.:111 turne.1 Ill at the
. • ‘Il IZattl;11. Ile %aliened
tirst Pair of noweastas
'lime girt had mot his terms..
Ile gave Illisby the moss Neil and
startivd to eolloci flit' ''I 'is
heavy as Ile he hail
pitched a ito • altehe
plafloam. he strung 1 Isnort
of meat on rawhide It.. flaking
aside the stunitr„c lira, he stood on the
rack snit tied all the meat close up
under the ceche platform.
Ile then climbed Is 'is the platform
and plied the stones on the tio thongs
it here they elm... around the poles. Tha.
otinlit keep Vinheighee or other pilier
era from gnawing the rawhide to list
the west fall. No fourfooted civic
tore emilti tom VI at the meat on tlie
under side of the platform, and even
raven% would have Steeling
much of it To complete the Joh. Gann
imiled off the groats poles of the *mike
rack.
I er ttrcth 1st, the party littlatied
the Inked leg of moose. As Garth
lull tgireNeell, his thrtr city camp
mates had ileveiopeit ramp appetite*.
Itetter still, they Sets. Iowa Irritatce.
'their crtving for think and tobacco
had heatin to lessen.
lit timberline litiSt” wont op the
with the pan, itirth
heided lin for the glacier This
time NI i t ,pa fl 0 ,oicrit on I;am
ell hard, nor did he have to stop so
orten to reit. The tIr.4,4t enroll hail done
more than strengthen his wind and
flabby It had horned tip the
aututoiltis lum Ids system NM Weil al%
sWent orr many 1101111.14 of fat.
Ile managed to climb till time way to
She bower end of the glacier. It took
hint less lime thurs 1113 part way climb
timid lie was tar 11.K* ethatirde41. While
tie rested ;Ii a mutiny :took on the rocky
side of the lateral moraine, lilt daugh-
ter went down In front of the glacier
with 1;artli. ell nIn in the chan-
nel where the milky stream mantled
out of a tunnel eave In the blue white
1111.
Garth pointed to • illicit of nick on
the near nide of the stream. flu'
walked Into the (.11VP along Meal .. 111•
lv ll'disli"d ledge. 1.111th iilslslili shit&
glerell '31111 glanced up fetirfisily at tto•
steep over hanging lee face that
seemed about to vrash down. Yet
after a moment's hesitation, she fol-
lowed Garth but,, the e111113' blue
i.diattow of the ease..
Several yards from the entrance
1:arth multiplied liefiote a narrow side
1101e that (Pelle,' above a waist-high
uprise In the bedrock. Ile reached
In and pl ked up a bini.110.1 white skin.
nit In the %lin 11P opened the skin an4I
,tom ea a piece of frozen meat.
• How's that for cold storage?" he
saA "'Med it young rnountain sheep
on my way our, last month. Thought
Ii test the Olivier. Looks HA If it's a
safe 111...it house. No chimers of spoil-
ing. atoll not men a wolf hat ventured
tN1 ss I atnill said nothing. She saw
t, . reason to consider the ease. of the
slightest Interest. There was, however.
the meat. She suggested that If II
was not spoiled. It would make
change from the moose meat. 'this
to•oted true, !Down at C1111111 the young
intoton was first 1 111%ked in cold water.
then ate wed in the gold pan.
The thowent had been made Ity Mt,
null withollt till. Thore w:is no need
I,. support_ noich less ba. is pack him.
Ile 11...1 really begun to get nm start in
training. To Garth this was all the
tioire reason for pushitig the mill1"11
;tire so much the harder.
In the week thlt 1ollowe4. he al-
ternated more climbs W;II1 trip, An.tiiri
into the nitisi.es.: swamps. lie out ti•S
sweating, swearing charge 1,s.•r nigger,
bead grass, vt her.. the twat y
city titan had to jump tulttilmty from
lip: tussock 1mm anwher or take a
tumble.
NI.ss Iii 111111 tat:ged along on these
gruel:bg lill.es SM. Ms,, made an-
other cited, op the gulch. Itarth
eache.1 In the cave the hundred pounds
of smoked "noose Inc:11 he bail brotr.:ht
up on Ws pawl: hoard. lle then 1.•,11 on
tip the glacier, ha:: way rrom Its row
to the top of the itto.s. That gave the
:linas climbers Seale real ice work.
l'oniaig back. Ilarth knocked throe
lir:we of tool liens from sprare !pains
with a stick.
The half dozen grouse made a pte•-•is
ant ritatr:e. 1:tit eien with pail of
,-alision berries tor 41,ssert they prove!
Se1111 Ine:11 for the four meat eaters.
The la,t leg of moose had alreadi
!wen ha tos/ and eaten, the longues
broiled. idol the wool.' muffle stewed
'the remainder of the snittked moat
would not last long. So far. tilarth
11.•,1 not Ititertered with Illuxby's all
day panning out of the p'.atinurn alt's
Ile bad not even as.ked to look lit lit-
tusks' Of pree.:0I1L4 metal, lotssi was a
different matter. Instead of
snwher moose, he called upon Iltpch
to Jolla In Is hunt,
A band et the big animals had &if:
est along Ills` tundra terrace 411‘
114111ras the glaeler. 1;artli count
tifteen. Ile waited 111:111 the 1u tn.!
sine %evenly Lie yard,. lio
then let tir,ve. shooting rapidly yet
s' iii careful aim. tine after anottwr
,trepped, each slim. A bullet throit„:.;
the heait. The fittnilii beasts %tared In
!he direetiou cif the sharp reports. 11.1t
they %souk' see nothing The alv:,.
went down before the nine sum is or-
Aneeled Anti CIE ,wrf in pain,
stri; Len flight.
"Ilie fiat ing was well innicr was
Alien Illiothy and Miss came
hastening R311111 OP tundra ahead of
Mr. Hamill. The girl m' .1 ell the clean
'loll, 'sits looking while tat on the first
flayed body. "that looks goivd, Alan'
kit ten. yoti can go hack to your tido
log Iliad and I will help here."
Iler father called out x panting 1,111‘'
gestIon for Ilitaby to wait and cart%
down load of meat.
"No need," Garth said. "Ilon't atop.
ItovIty. Moat of 111;s venison in gotng
on Ice. Noart will N. ancoc.4.4 to
Tim engineer did not linger.
had looked none too a en pleased over
the girl's familiar use ot Garth's first
name. Along with hit itlapleasure
about this, there could be .io doubt 0!
his eagerneari to get hack to the idgt
intim panning EACh nits
Its' hail shown himself still keener to
o.nt mu, the sampling of the placer
\\hen ttarth finished the fliiing mst
the earthon, he !darted to drrss otit the
110.11e*. Greatly to his astonissment,
at the slitting up of the weeonit earl
hon, she took the belt al awl began to
help Mother Nature haul craekeil the
wilishohl shell of artitIe 1I,ty in widen
the pampered helves,. 11,PAS Wee se
elleell. 'the girl's few days In the
11.11.1 had awakened primithe Instinct*
ground deep Into the nature of woman
during the remote past of inartkital.
!mon thriiii411 countless ait•a tier pre-
historte 5'111.1111•11411141 111111 learned the
bitter thai, 111 days of
plenty tire certitla to be followed hy
thlyS The 1111111 1111111ed
the Ille/11; file Case wow's' hoarded
*hat she could mm? It ligitilist the Ihne
of want. 1st Ions is, her chilitteti
stars ed.
No, upon reflection, liarth'it amaze
ment paa.c.1, 1110 1.15,1 thilliageil tie
coser it, VIVO tit the first, whets Lillth
Rand 11 took the belt itZ in tier slen-
der hand and PC% ertql the 11e; k bone
of the cut Omit with it Nti.41.• blow,
lier lather seas the. gol,e %log stared.
Ile sat tis.iti fling rie girl's qui.L. el1,4er
tA14.1;11lig tnt llie 11.1114 al, loll Month
simm' Li.itintost agape. could only
surnitse how she had als%ays been
gog1,11egt Uhl ii.1111peregt. lier father
knew It. lle knew how, since her
lillillosid, she feel been wrapped
about with e)11,ets ilizqr). %%aired upon
ley attentke servants, petted an.1
'I ho lind been 11;bril 011 am
farm. Ile could two•Itig his
or help butcher sheep and tto.:s.
But she salt n farmer's wife
stolid lot/ briSe litioWn how to preliar •
t-prItig chicken for the pan. Awl
how she was cutting up caribou.
As, 0'0111 HIS OtTesItgliaI Wi.rd of
direetIon, Garth Kidd nothitiz 1Vtlen
lie Ill.: fated dressing out the fifth car
mass, he handed lia; kitito to Ills ea -ler
helper, tooled a load of meat, bind
earned it to the Ice ;live.
I1oW11 Its 11,e g111111 1).11111111 Ile ell;i4e
a toithille stotie that would hold in.r.
• . three quark. In the boat ii.-
- I . wick 11f 1W1,11.11 111'S 4.11(11/111
She FoRc,,ed Carlo into the Chilly
Blue Shadow of the Cave.
moss. piled In caribou fat. and light,' I
ttie si Li When the rat melte,i. tho
wick borne.' will, a strong weedy
ilame. t'ariliou riot furtitshed a grat•
ing On whieh to broil steaks. The
m..at %, as delieemsly tender, Its RaVtir
'it•Issis•tt s A11,1 beef.
%Viten eNen 11r. It:1mill could eat no
!mire, ilarth carried the Emu, lamp
itaa the ief' Inte. rii0n return. he
att.! Mr. tiaTisill and 1.11Ith took close
a the caribou skins.
"Vim Igoe they are hair, not fur. Pat
every hafr Is Nothing Is
warmer than a :ribou parka. In
fret, the 15 • ••••• 1,4 too warn, to Ire
.c tiro. 'I , • - I killed co% now.
.iisteatl Of '• Woe timer ww
tcred in the r'
3.1r. Mawr' •ensed AR If prodded
-Wintered? 1 • u can't wean to infer
!it'll! Calvert -!:iy• on here. We have
v war promise t.i take us out
Garth turned to awe! the Intent gaze
44 the girl's blue eyes. They 1001:04
.111 cold 211.1 OP Mae Ice of the glacier
:unnel. None the leap, they had great
ly changed sinee he had first seen
them, over on the Ma.Le117.10. They no
longer &hosed a Ira,* of %hetr former
tynleal tiredness. The g.r1 might he
hard Sa hut amp was no
nger boreil or minute., or another
:Wog. she hii,1 begin' to lose her excel'
sive th.nnesa.
1 le • n isred ber fattier: "Tot
ha‘e my promote toore's the p115
.k winter it la 1:A0mo would be won
dcri'.11 mine; tor Miss liamid
However, she win of course prefer to
km back to Jan and cocktails, to
uluml,totw der And lipstick."
She flared "And rid of you
-To be twre That above ell
I,.' agreght. "So hoer eetIld I deprive
ton or that pleasure, or fall to give
.,cuir rather and your hanee another
.11anee to bIlk me out ef my placer
, ;aim? I agreed to get you ha,.-k
;he Matiouttio. When we reach the
,,a1 post, we watt Company Ion oust
Ittrthy will then he fin, to go as rar
can."
-But Its that ease- No, yott can't
alike nie swallow it, 1 1,1c,
not such a fool as to risk losing that





The hovering threat of World war
118 proien10.41 in Li sjovninela }signed 1ty
• t 310 vs) eliiiitrirdm who warn
that the world la ilrlftIng tosiard a
war
War meows all destructive forces
are set biome by mankind againitt It -
.,1f, they amitert. toi the shoulders
of the statesmen to whoa. the diwu-
"What d'you take time fort TOO? gp,,,,siblioy tor ow 4.14.% eloping war
talent is addressed, IlleY 111111121•1111. ro-
brawl of digger? (lad, that's III' psychosis,1111111111i Of It MII. Ire the re..11100 why
Uteti like yo andu Ilu hzliy o o lle ut. ou wade by fraiuog ututehmeo 
Is euor.worship the golden calf. Yet what mous mud fluty he dahltertus... they5111111. Is 111erP other than 
day,
 whe ol 10',eb,„ „,..1 by tbe
think of a more enjoyable gaunt their leaders-the . .0 danger
what you get from theta? Can you Influence of ' • words of
than plating draw poker, with our
Ikea la the Jackwit. and Fortune daub sway 
of "atrocities- be curried
Mg it the of chance?" 
a by hallucinations and deluoions
"5% hat's the 1.1trIl?" Inquired Miss 
abundinnieeistii•osenrne nd Sat nilune suilui;;
Heroin, alto a sudden upwelling of her
rhe other stile of the picture lit"%iv". In al-so pointed out by psyehlatrIsiti.Iii.' Jai - t oil Inteifill nothing.
Its your pinu er thal'a In the pot. What
makes .1., p111 (1/11211 1 11'r se 1111Ve In 10
C
'''11 hat would t.e telling." he teased.
Istiow if I win. If I boo., it will
hot 'natter to any of you What 34.111.55
risked. lite 141tols 11,1W 11 may COWS
'm mmsmum r tirata I e \peeled. 111111er
Is already in fairly good shupe. %Veil
start the tr.p nut as i4,44.4u tis these
caribou skins have been tanned."
CHAPTER VI
Hell in the Muskegs.
11;ortto sat beside the cutup lire, sew-
ing iiew moccasins for himself. Near-
by, the millionaire dealer in mines 41114
his fa,thiiiiiis 'Jo tighter scraped lime
raw sides of the al: caribou sklini and
rubbed them with the tanning mixtirre
of fat, iher and brainti. Garth but
told them they could either tan the ,
skins, or wait for him to ilo It rani ,
!lie tatiiiitig hail been finish, the trip
gsylldeal Remedy for”1/1 Mit begin.
Mr. Hamill VI:191 so keen to start
War pr44%•litew un outlet for the de-
struetRe aggressive force* In man,
ordinarily repressed by modern eiri•
'lied For tliii4 reftt4i111
find release and a neree .19), ill the
crt.eities and bloodshed of baffle.
Thi,4f. &A not beef Ottle 1i...tirade. They
have it gloriolia time. Laughter may
he seen on the Mee* of the youths
matting forth gaily for the 'great ad-
venture."
It has taken generations of stern
discipline t.• teach man to master the
Impulses that lead hitu to anti-social
conduct: tO Illako him learn to work
in pence with his fellow than toward
• enflinion gond. If a W °rid war
takes the confining lid from the boil-
ing cauldron of ttian's aggressive in-
atinets, what all be the price to the
(More" Srieroe
PAINhack for civilization that he went at "Though I h.- • . .. good
i he disagreeable task with energy awl rrnedra. CaP'1." "•••-•` ""e•




as vigorously as her father. she showe.1 Its Ingredients are already 
solved. For headnrhe, tl...Jra:-gm, or ir,s,',. li, 1 •
a real Intereat in the tanning.
!twiny I'm' is no part In this preprint
I on if the shins. When hi' rune flown
I., tho camp from the platintim
the s:ght of his fiancee's doing etsch
situaw p :irk struck him speechless.
Ile stared In blank stratirement. When
mt la•t lie bona', his voice, he starfel
threateo Garth:
"Yoll'Ve gone a hit too far. :.•'• I
roughneck. Stand up, or I'll kick yo .
••io. 1 am going to-0
Th.. girt broke in, with cool reern
"Tune tilt old dear. You're set wi
static. '.'s not Interference we want.
I tad arid I are giVing 11114
our own tUrection. YOH see,
a har.min. Alan agrees to start
•mr mit out .111,t 11,1 as these
shins aro all tanned"
The mining engineer dreW hack. -So
Noon Ile that? My dear girl, If he's
▪ tug to rash na off, I don't see hums'
I can spare any time here in camp.




in Aiding Plant Growth
nn:i't sin of s abort
pottrIgIN—Of %tell rotted
barntard manure reveals that It Is
made up of 1.5011 pounds of water
.ind pounds of dry matter. Tills
rounds of dry matter contains
anproxlmatcly let. potinds of mitt's-
en. five if phoephoric Reid, 13 of
potash, eight of lime and tire of nil/
l'hmitr- is Te11.31 of 41 potiride of chern
lolls -tints Co pounds of organi.-
matter, or -humus" In addition, a.
serti an anthorIty In the New York
TImes. It cora:Vita a atipply of cer-
tain bacteria nod other microacopie
organisms which are essential is et-
toctit•g eh:loges In the soli-the
'breaking down' of chemical coin
poonda exiating In the wit two slut,
;oer and more soluble forma.
In other nord. manure Is so rs'
itable In gardening because It pro
tides. conitilned In this One substati.st
three distinct so11 olds: first, small
amounts of the nsaln plant food ele
menta (nitrogen, phosphoric acid end
potsshi and also of 1111141 (not a food
element Nit • 'digestion acooter•tor-
In the plant's diet); second, a supply
of humus or organic matter which
helps to chance any uncongenial, sin
responsive still Into moisture holding,
friattle, productive loam; and, third-
ly, an genie, thricing population of
bacteria beneficial to plant reeding
end plant growth.
Praseed Weed
irrolupd ood, eepecially the tem
;surd grade, has almost untimited
uses In home Improvement anti dee-
orct,on. tine ettomn used It effective
ty to nv'et-e the hottom of • plant% Start Ades Mose distiviens, effective
hen,h that had fallen out long ago: lastiacid, snotty laxative wefers todayend neer the mottle Is no longer *eat
terra In window sills and oa chairs,
this same material was neva 10 rover
the tinalehtly top of a general utility
tattle Made entirely of ta,...1 ans4 ht„.
ing earn proof anti malstorrrealstant,
pressed wood is 'nitrify; It yields easily
to the ruttr and does not chip or erect
tinder pressure of nails or weeww
CAPUDINE
Take the Time
Lite Is not .01.111 1101 that there
A144a,. enini.11 for eourfeef,
For Bad Feeling
Due to Constipation
Get rid of color:,






















U. S. Public Health Service
The Polied Stites puhlie health ...en s
ie. official meal hose' the date or no
origin. Inas when t was In tan as the
Marine It ,9,1tal 'el vie. Th.. pr.,.
eat Rattle was ntith.trire,t tt%
is at
Elimination of Body Waste
IS Doubly Important
In the cruchl: • • Issbs ArtneA
its tails 1...• bids be rid




These r•int rink like wafers are
porerk 01 tr.A.no.is in oolot t,itm
sar.trl• to take than liquid F s h
watia approxanstelv equal to a Coll adult
dose .slhqui milk of magnesia. t .hrtveci
thotoilf.hit, then swailowesi. they .,,rect
aridint on the mouth and throuplieut the
digest.% e CS stem, ant Insure Pegs
p.Iete tIanswonen without pass oe eCtsts.
Milneriallsters (vete in bottle, of 20 arid
44k. tit :Vie and tiio reapevnit.ly, and two
cons intent Ins for IrOlif handbag contain
mu l. at ;;Ile. Farb wafes approaimaisiv
one adult dose of milk of mace.-1a.
good drug ruin-es 'iso ami o•commerni thew..
hole*. ons` •sonnle. sent free b. teg imesned
phsw14 isn't or dentists 1,1 Te•It1;41 is made
oil rot AI letterhead Soled Pewee".





ortmse Mak of Wafers
re•
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Business and Professional Directory of Fulton
Firms Appearing On This Page Solicit and Appreciate Your Business
Best Battery Service In Town
Stanthird Oil Products, Tires and Tubes
Creaming and Servicing
Huddieston Service Station
411 ToN. 181 .
23 Years oi Service to Back Us




FARMERS & CREAM SELLERS
Highest Market l'rices Paid for
Your Cream and Produce
YOUR BUSINESS APPRECI STEP
H. A. HICKS & COMPANY
MEARS ST. BACK OF LAKE ST. FULTON, KY.




YEAR IN, YEAR OUT
LOWE'S CAFE
TWO LOCATIONS: FULTON AND PADUCAH
D 11 AND NIGHT SERVICE
FURNITURE AND ANTIQUES





411 MAIN ST. FULTON. K.
BUY YOUR COAL
From Us and Get the Best
Prompt Service
CITY COAL COMPANY
TELEPHONE 51 .%ND 322
MI5 
Jewelry, Watch and Clock Repairing
Oone Right—It Stays Right
All Work Guaranteed
SAM DeMYER
At t we's Studio, Lake St., Fulton. K.
LET US INSTALL
A Hot Water Heating System In Your Home
Or Rosiness
Plumbing Work of All Kinds
PHONF 11'2
F. S. STOVER PLUMBlNG-HEATING
21ii -1 FULTON, KY. 1
Cabbage Fits Stalk;
So Thief Is Taken
toultiville, Kr. — Frank Ituffra
missed 1.411110 rabitaltP Ind a cnitimali
was found In the ear of Lewis %Veils
and Claud Smothers. hut the task
of identifying that embhogs• as one
of Ituffrit's appeared an impossible
one. l'atroinien Clarence Stickier
and John Ibilsclow, however,
brought In evidence that sent the
twii stisoeets to Mil. They took
the raiding.. and "tried It on" all
the sta!ks at IttitTra's farm, Multi,:
Muting one It fitted perfeftls
PHYSICIAN ADMITS
KILLING PATIENTS




1.1011 4111 iiniim..ei -elderly family doc-
tor" has admitted taking the lives of
the incurable patient...
In a letter to the paper, the doctor
I Is titoe• I have taken Ilvea.
•'I hroketi the law, and, elretinv
bielitg similar, I would do It
'I am prepnred to fare any tribunal
the land. My justi'e-ition for what
I have ilime is that humanity knows
no 13W...
The doctor told how he straegled fri
inthecile infant and another infant
sit!) no cranium. Ile sald he poisoned
a farno.r staering Incurable aggodeilt.
mot elided the life of another man In
the same say. Both. he said. died
smiling, viith their hands in his. The
doctor also stated he lia•I poisoned a
third Incurable patient.
The said that Ili the case of
Iii.' growietips he ad..oted the precau-
tion Of haying the man. his wife and
children Mgt, a letter sa:i in they
aisheil his life to he taken to end his
stifforing. Aireoriling to the letter. one
man said before lie died:
blev. yoli, .!ortor'."
l'he &manes “conression“ ad,h54:
-if I permitted a flog to suffer in
the same way as I permitted these pa-
tiralts to suffer. I should be pros.•cated
lor .•nitsitig imilecessary cruelty.
-Ilow much flair.', then. are we
guilty of Inhumanity when we po•rmit
litumins to go lilt suffering %lien there
is no hopo of relief for them'?"
'the letter tt a. written in the height
of controversy over formation of ii
society seeking leg:•lation ti pet i.t In
itrahles to end their lives•
Egyptian Husbands Can't
Snap Wives on Beaches
lair—lit Cairo I! :cu. be.11
that It Is a "sit." tor a sonein t..
Photographed Iti
nny man - f.% eft by 11.-r
This stec:s:ot. •••
-shin coort --ono of I., • I' 7.1
4'1.1111% a oh anthoroy I,. .I. ,
suitsitivohing relizioas
on arm :ippt 05.11 t  itt
IrmietioC
The ca-e oil a ii • II tto•
, 3% Wrls III %loch a 1
,orkult •tro.t hoe' hnstiand for I.
-r and insulting her in public
The linsliand aas able to ppo‘g, that
vi jr• tEoi oofonoittv.1 the -territ.'..
if herself it.
II in a t. eosttime, a!'
r". 'I' Iry
A1111..1`;', i..• pro5...1 it it It %%A.:,
•-r took !tic WA-to:tap:I
,•• .111 1_111* 1,  re...I
diHs loes :it 5 5..5 absol5e
t•• 5` 1,“ sh-w•I
/14.• •••,1, 'S 41 II
fitI, I' Z .07,1 OI
Trapped by "Truth Serum"
K;Iler Makes Confession
Is • . I
Ile 5551, er: a Qi•ztie 1 Oaternent
the of
tr.. 164 pa ran 
!h,. i t..m,,nt in 11,:my
respects from the story he told while
under ;he letlurme of a drug. the 411'11-
i!arity of the versions ia..a marked,
;•iiiiee said.
Many of Frisch's assertions made
After tie threw off the influence of the
drug were drAwn out by questions
leised on his sulasmselous narrative.
questioners said.
lb. P Biggins. pollee director, said
he was "bichty 11!0:1.141.. with the out.
come of the experiment with -twi-
light sleep." to which Frisch submitted
will
The s.onan's bruised nude body was
feand In the apartment she and Frisch
isi tup.rd. Ile said they quarreled anti
.trank heavIly.
In his statement Frisch &lid he hiti
m5 remembrance of the woman's head
striking any hard object. Ivortors *aid





Two College Graduates Are
Indicted for the Selling of
Fraudulent Stock.
New 'fork—Wollner Garland,
l'ide graduate and young financial
genius, and his partner In business
operations, Arnold Mason, honor
gratittate of Vale's stietheid aetentitie
school, were named defendants In the
Ihrgest mall fraud Indletment ever
voted by n federal grand jury.
The mill. merit Intioe4 Intik njitata.
Including  • woman and 20 corpora-
.fona, the. majority or a huh were or-
ganized by flatland and MilAtItl. MIIII
4'0110111A 4'2 counts of mall fraud and
one of conspiracy spread 'it or 77 pages
of ii typed ropy of the bill.
It diaries that between the years
1931 MO 1914 the defendants sold
S4.:',011..11 10 In stork to the nubile
%Vas and I. wiorthiess. and that rutin.-
!imitations made In these sales violated
the leileral mail fraud statute.
In Business Eight Years.
.‘evording ‘ssistatit United States
.%ttorney James Murtagli In the Inillet•
merit, flarlatol mid Alason liegao tin Ir
operations In
flatland finished Vale In win-
ning high praise from Prof. lining
Fisher for Ills litiorthodox and Inter-
esting Memel:11 ideas. Nlason, the son
of an officer of the Liggett A Nlyers
Tobacco company, finished Vale with
tumors in !tr.:7.
Carlatol lit that time 114, WSR4 ,̀1 at
patent on all antonlatle signal device
developed by tibt father, 5'. lilt'), would
regulate tradic at road Intersections.
Be and organized the Auto-
matte Signal corporation to promote
the patent which WaK tit that time val.
lied 4,11 books at 57,:oo,
Carland later organized the Auto-
matic Signal Acceptance fairp..ratioti,
The value of the patent then was
taoisied On the hooks to yi,ottotmik
Garland later organized several sub-
sidiaries. always raising the book value
of his patent.
Holding Firm Formed.
Finally. Carla:ill organized the Pub-
lic Sort I,',' II oI h,ng corporothin, tho
stock of all the stilisi.11aries was turned
liver to the holding corporation /mil
an Intensive campaign to sell Its stock
was begun In 1931.
By this time the value of the patent
Is allege.l to have been raised to EL'..
('.51,1551 on the books. and salesmen for
the stock. aeeoritiog to the cti.lirZeS•
renre•alit..,1 that it was controlled by
the New Jersey Piddle Sort jet. coin.
A flood of complaints to the Post
I OMee dep Irmo-tit caused an Investiga-
! lion last summer stitch ended In the
arrest of flatland. Mason. and others.
all I:l persons h.ive been held in
bail on mad fraud complaints by the
Enited States commissioner and all of
the Garland t'Orpor:ItionS 113%e been
I anned by th.• state attorney general.
Sisters Work as Sailors
to Make Tour of World
I - • ,•:, ;,7 t,,
a ork tla ir s .15 around I tie world in
,hips is io••,1.: tvio young "311-
i ,.oll“.11' sisters
They are 111.i re M. Wilson, a school-
. •olseher, alid bath's-Me. a stenographer.
l'hey started out on the first lap of
air journey- aboard lb.' British
;reigliter Ilarmatris, on %hick they
signed as members of the New, early
'1st mosith Ilarniatris sill take
Alum to Sydney, N. S. W.
Fr. ... Sydney they hots- to catch
. .at to India or the West coast of Aus-
t.:Ilia. ssi.r- their u ay I Sion h Afrlen
Ind tip ii. east eoast of .1  fria and
heti throu;:li Europe and England.
eturtiing le,t New stii,1 Montreal.




-truck the lee house on Albert Piing,-
on's farm:
Son Lincoln von aromid on the
ground like a top.
A cake of Ice ,in 1 a pair of tongs
*ere torn from son Filward's hand.
Son Janie% nali klowke,I down
Son Albert,. Jr., natt thromn ar a
truck.
And Plimpton himself was kno,ked
Into a pile of sawdust.
Even Thieves Read Ads;
Like Beagle Hounds, Too
South Bend. Ind —Bandit Miller saw
• classified advertisement offering •
Beagle hound for sale and called at
the home of Sinioel Caprell to See the
dog.
They went ont to the garage to In-
spect the doe.
The garage. iomover, contained so
dog, ton stuck iiit iti a prominent place





We have served this community for 40 years with sound
insurance protection. Let us take care of you.
FALL & FALL, AGENTS
WHY BUY A NEW HAT
SVhen We Can Make A New One Out Of Your Old
Economy Is Our Watchword—Just Call
WALKER CLEANERS
CHAS. WALKER. Prop. '1,11
STOP ivi"r I I E
STATE LINE SERVICE STATION
For Shell Gasoline & 1olnr this
I'restone and Alcohol .1. nt - Freeze
FIRESTONE TIRES AND TUBES
1111111111111101k. 
ARCADE BEAUTY SHOPPE
T. B. Neely, Prop.
PHONE 59 FOR APPOINTMENTS
Three graduate beauticians to serve you. Permanent:,






Delicious horn( -cooked meals, appetizingly sened
(Open and Night — Phone 172




TELErtioNE 702 \ i
QUALITY POPULAR PRICES
Wall Papers. Office Supplies






In time of trOlade %se are prepared to ser‘e ou, “nd has e
the finest wrecking equipment in West Kentucky
EXPERT .El'AIRING. ACCESSORIES. PARTS
BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
FORD V-5 DEALERS
INSURANCE
NVill protect your home and pnmerty 21 hours of eveo
day—the only. safe %%ay to be safe











halt fei her built:mil There veer, was s.ifidenly it, lithe With the chief
Miteduff, dour Scuttnatt. 4.11,1
,ite.itt modiges Hewn% 1-„,101 „ 1.1 egret iehere he was officei ts, 1,,t iikd h„., firmly
teacitet spending the savio„,. ot .0, lie- enhin dom. w oed lier anothe, c:41iiiicspelidaro)mituit•itid.pawmistlh. stsaiuwithl, wspeedhlri-,years; Angela. faithful wife I. , on the odtte of her i,ed .11.,1 I. Alt.,
' " aid, what are yon that she soon forgot abuot her feet,
vat, gigolo, Dick Churitt,,, ontimeti if it had been 
Her head swain with excitement
officer; Clare, a ?arson 4,1 expel, her, after all, to hate .1 tom ?
quite ter she diagged old she caught whiff tobacco, • . that e her faint She had never
.11..nii), to. wife. etc , hat's. She hadn't intended to st ti••
I itetti clutcht•d to a mats chest like
•
dui 1,eft,re Han head threshed hi•
sleet e and the ..)11)vere,I th joywhen the wutic I.s. led her',Lick to little table !',,,• looked,hoot with an elated ail
-‘1" :it will you have to drink?"aski•I Dick. disentang1,10 himselffrom ingt-.; of her shawl andattune her pink chiffon dress
NItolote blushed "Than),
She Pa "hilt I neverv..11 see, I'm a White Hibboner "
"A what''' ecivred Dick
"A White Ribboned teetotalleryou knew "
1"WW"
--....01111setareette •
1.11k. 11,L7i) y vic )
eromenade Deck , with melody She clo•iial le. I,. apt t. 11
c.,,1 dropped osei hens. 'let fro'', , ',ill, 4111, 111. ill VI., re lulled and her heart sang "This in it good tune"
I hin eyes and sank limply in the . motile; tins Misscircle tit no, arms She dimly re -I M nice' ate face, then some-up ; membered the star t'ett months Of (1,1:It; :ntne•Iled hat to her feet
SYNOPSIS. A luxurious five month a moment. 
his k iii he her marrigao, and the hatred shel Miracuiousiy Miss Mudge's step
These characteir are abouot ..hip 'That would
trice; „hew. 'alowed her preckitin five Imit ied ,I),I I , .44. tot t
1'61014111 11 111 , 11: ittastet ,,1 the ship




ASST.(.II  tNL 13c
POTATOES 

















4 VILM OLIVE SOAP 3 for lie
ti /)EL MONTE PEACHES 18e
1 GOLD MEDAL FLOUR 26 lbs Slid
* TRUMP BROOMS each 35e
1
FL0UR, StIrer Wedding, 211h. 89c
CANDY .Netr Coconut Crisp lb. 19c
PRESERVIN Purf Fruit, .? lbs. 29c
111101•11111111111MINENIMMOPP
more than a quarter at is tone hi., I 1 1 i. . . , .
the had Won five dollaia .,t tie ,t'lli.ii v.' "I lil 10 fact, Fin seeing
'ii t, and diat had .1ceinrit .1 ex 111%."1/ "' I Jo' "
Hoag that she hail tame oit mid on, , t , oar , ,:, c I. 1 et
TitlIth INSTALNIEN'r to rUill. "You're a fool, Alice 1 ''' "' '' lie la,u/hed at her "Morbid
NI14, :011.11'.•• : ersh if ',I uncertain of! Mudge," she told her. •tlf, reverely again! I v•'!•li Vol wouldn't analyst
het ;el! tied :hot a Ittiailike glance "You i•;tiVe rind you scrimp for years' votirself so much. Y.,ti know it yot
keep it up, I sli..;1 regard you. iv: II1.1I.11g 111l. bible, hut no one was, and yearn. and then you Atxyrd $251
• :in any Akin' I"o. except to , at Maderia for a Span ''.h shawl and • If Ile enot10.1, Women all a -a o
pi ii her Litit of the v..iit• As soon • • • ' II. i M ... • c.. I n, i " t g' wouldn't tl,ink that what theyshe rob t io. pressure oh bodies if you were an hes' e ; to II' a. le• .1 KO mui h "
ciolind her Miss Mudge took a num r,,v• ,,i .A... . .1.11 1.4. n I. ' lie leaned over her absorbed lac
She'd NIonte Carlo 
.• econontie:,1 Too much re. her and kissed it ti. healthy glow, ..n,
oi. 'ley was eon.. and Ow iva•• ottiv i etlY• my rbiadt '""I forget ab"'
houtifill of cutinters from her kw, 1
line the truise * 1 yourself," he imploied ho "We'ri
N, modve too( „tit h„,. diary; telly beherintny. aid you mustn't
111:ii this Let',, go out arid lookveiled to record le rim- 1 reel
..1 the day at our ,I.iptIlsiles They're sure to be
'I'' ,- '0. -enia was easing uut of terrible
the i :i. I ,..., i and the lights were • • •
ti t, k, l og l ike n fort, .• of lighted The ..lop was ei, le... Chinese Ian---,,..tie, The coast boo v,:,, : 1„o,.;•.• term, :wattle on the after•deck, the
t'hi'.' !I'd di the night arid the boat .• , ..,.• t•Iated an old Viennese
Ill a Nit"litorla.,i no .11, • ' '4 l'it• .'.5' writ powdered
. , •SX le 1 1 .1
thw pan.- Ile
the exurenaiiii iii
11A i 1,1 1sie,1 iii
o .
,.I She her norrhe:s with
rare tt 'hilted theta dcf eint•
ly The sham, and she werdi
ed at with a puckered, myopic gaze
The counters disappeared with
amazing speed and left no trace
Mit.% Mudge dived Into her Nast.
then show her head Her grey
straw lint was slipping over otie
ear from till the pushing and shov•
ing, but she seemed in hilarious
spirits, excited by her surround-
ings.
She sorldehly spied Mai doff and
recognised him for some one from
the Wrenn' That sew: en' ugh for
her In u moment. she was stand-
ing in front of hint, twinkling owl-
ihIy through her glastes
"Just think. I've been losing all
my money," she announced, as if
that were an everyday nceurrenra
in her life
-Well, what of said Macchio
ungraciously
"Oh, I beg your pardon"
Miss Mudge stepped back ond
felt Impelled to make grumpy
amends. "Do you want a lift to
the boar I have a car"
She looked at him questually tor
• -
II t, a stater aim aieet:.hips on • III , vei:es, star four eeenuols later
• deek, and Peter Ituediail the libirenti., neared Stromboli
•,-,•, c unpacking their !hunts Jenny The leine low in the !ilia-,
slopped es•erv few minute% to had a toddy!. ginnea 11 was an old story
a little tremelonsly at Penn. svhose t.. (wk.ls',iruini artainst the rad
attention v. as all on ssl.tit he 'butt- •ti.ohing a cigarette and ..',,itching••wro ,,  , .re lir; voice 1,a,1 with cynical interest
huh. hi "Perhate you well.' His attention wandrred over thew„rry !.;„ rnuoh now jenny nolo' • di,ncitut collides. Ile was niter( st•
nothilat lihe the ldt lit h I"! 111 pretty girls at the moment
ei,f.r to lighten the heart.- hut he v -as supposed he had to dao,-e
Jenny moved to his side and Iwo), ;:eitne one Men were so scarce
.lipped het hand beneath his chin. ,Iii; came to rest on the little
Iler voice was beseechiog "Peter' !teneher from Cabin 454 She Wa:.
You'll never let Ire regret what !sitting hy herself in a corner. eo.I've done your love will justify HI a Spanish shawl, with
e-ervthing You'll never let me ho:pie•; too large for her size
' not now, after what I've The handsome officer she had SPoll
dere " She clung to hint, panic in about the boat ,A'aN moving in her
direction.:WU ye e ice 
"Won't you dance %% Oh me?" ask-"Angel!" said Peter in his mu,roeeirieing tones, shouldn't be ed Dick, bowing formally over her.
running away with you if I were She snatched at the fringe of her
not prepared to spend the rest id soawl and looked at him in con-
my life in making you happy." fusion She wa, much !Oil nervous
lie tightened his hold and his to rise t oher feet.
k..1.1.-,.k.A4rviawarznatiasloNAmmagaig.t „cAawolgRow.,4
SELECT YOUP. VEGETABILS FROM OUR 21 VARIETES NOW
Oleomargarine• II,. limit2 Pounds





tuft 10c CARROTS uta:SII. GREENCRISP ROOTS, IIT Z4H
GREENS TURNIP OR MUSTARD BUNCH 5c SPINACH FRESH, POUND 
GREEN 11/2c
LB BANANAS totOGER NIELLO-RIPIt: cPOUND JcPERNEW GREEN CABBAGE 3 c 
CRACKERS TWO POUNDBOX 11c
Finest Red Bliss I CI
Triumphs 10 lbs. 1 7C
\ 1 1' BE 4 A'S 10 lbs.
RICE Fancy Ulm Rose.I lbs.
MEAL ?-1 lbs.
MACARONI Bulk. 2 lbs.







OCTAGON SOAP large, 3 for 13(
SALAD PRESSING quart











THICK RIB LB. 1Beef Roast
SPAR[ RIBS .7:: ""' 20c STEAK
OYSVM
YRAI'T
NECKBONES FRESH. Mt I
LARD "ErS:mpol NI) 4 ' "' 55c SKINNED HAMS





PINT 38c GROUND BEEF
9c SAUSAGE
4c BACON 
SHOULDER LB. 171 2C
itItti(ER !MICK KRISP


















"'Oh I See Kind of II,,ne"
1„„kert at her with a Csiergleam of !Wel it She We
(whole .her spirit twinkled ,through the faded shell of herIt would he fun to tea•i. let- a I. ."But you can't possibly go rounthe would without having a ,t•!•,!
lie protested "It wouldn't
1:at  wine rtoforder vt•to.u, sta.
\le. was halt -perteadedI.,eht!, I. anvil in lie• a madI,,': Diek (1(.1...d to get
11'1 it 'me Meti'lle She sat VPIA
ill her chair, with her I. •added nervowly under her sI
111)1o.s. Shlr• '.11111 11/111d
heu ei.rnpatuon, not quite ,ure wineIii' wield he going to do next Tbe•drinks came, and Dick toasted he,
days or, the NIereniii!" h.
:sli.ss Mudge had never been toast-ed tenure, but she smiled. thankroll and took a swallow. Therewasn't very much of it -ItIrh a little1.,lass It surely cm,' •
head Suddenly 4n.
diecn her drink
.What's opt" Dick enquired




came from." She seemed to be
!tie. -It isn't possible that •
heard of Ohonto."
placer
Very I teach ther.e.
mg a sill.batical 5 ear
"
!,,epe v,.ti .17 ht. d:Sappi tit
ed
re,- Miss aludge's voice
fervent "It's viainderful'."
t.-rf again. and
. • sired eager
..•. 1 , •. • • He swung
het t" her feel . danec:
again -a waltz tio, era. She c: .
to him more confidently now,
lie smiled down at her as it
were the noly woman in the gh.
ing salon He took her back t, .
seat and made his adieux, covert:L,
ner enioarrassment with his pi,,•••
tive air. Should she go on s.•
•itere he had left her, or si.,
.t. slip back to her quiet place h
...e The cMer offieti
dancing now with Miss Foster
. •vely arms were twined ai.
ck Nevertheless, he res.,
. alone ...
r: .a seascar!"„ ft f
merit and sr:a,:
let out tile air ie.,: put the treleet
oauble in the satin bag t-,7
Agatha had giver. :.er tor as.
c, wear. Her first s.... ertir'.
C/are. all cruel! Cleopatra.
still dancing wit:: Luvat. a Sp..
!glandee. Angela watched then.
ner creme de mer,the frappe.
' could see that her husbano s f.!
were deeply sunk in an exq,.
(nick At last he relinquishe
pat tnei and reeved smoothil:.
-ards her
"How about turning in. Ala.,.
You're looking tired • His .
.as solictcius She was suds,
.avaged under her make-up
'I art., rather Dancing a'
.::akes me very toed-the snot.,
.lutunk. and the bumpy deck
"But you've scracely denced
all, Angela.- said Loyal. a .
"Yes,out I feel those tlungs. L ..
'darling.-
; She went below and unh.' her period costume She toe,, tier powdered wig, but it
/scarcely whiter than the anot.th
beneath It. Turning her back 0:
!Luvat. she slipped into the love!hest of her negligees. black lac,
over apricot chiffon.
"You'll be gone front me in fr.,
days,- ;he told ban "I wonder
' 'I/ will miss me when you are bac.ii England "
shall red hea al
assured
y  be lost without
Luvat,•• Angela's voice wasa sigh "How I shall miss you Be..sides, I eoshall
back"
"You'll 
months olderwhen I 
, always be the same T.
me.- he said, and stooped to kI her hand She leaned over his I.I and her ups brushed the darklacquer of his hair. The mirror re-; reeled the widening path that' stretched between them Angelaturned from the eight his 5t,-1;;*..Whatever happens. 1 shall •adore you," she said
Lovat studied her as she lay onthe pillow.-the tenderness of hermouth, her sensitive nose, the WI*her hair swept back from hes ears,but the mask of age was set as shelay in the semblance of sleep.
Ile slipped int.) his dressing•gownand sat with a book tinder theshaded light Halt an hour passedand he scarce)) moved At last he
au sure of her regular breathing
and the relaxed look ot her fee.
She must be asleep.
He put down Ins book, snapped oft
the light, stole to the door and
through the curtain that flapped as





T. JAN. It,.,,YI'ff I NI ; anywhere comparc.: with thus(
suP with this enormous assortment. They're fro!, r
Advertised makers and style pedal
.)::1. one compelling reason for tin se redo,-
Ions is to reduce to an absolute minimum th.
:tyle and quality shoes, for Men, Women ati,lf 1,i1(11., 11 and you are getting these Savings 1.1.
rising It's positively the mo:-.1
ialport;int Shoe Sale to you. It'll prove up lilt)'',
ONE LOT Of MEWS WORK SHOES
Guaranteed Solid-Leather (
Values reduced for ths day only-
$1•49
200 PAIRS Of LADIES SUPPERS
Brown and Black hid, Calf and Suede. Most allties and a idths in this lot. Previously priccd ofs3 to.Q(i. Your Choice for--
$1049
LOOK! MEN!
'Friendly's" Nationally known and 86 Shoesrnd 0.vfords, in black and brown kid and calf. Our
Entire Stock included in this sale.
$3,99 and $4.49
1.,1111. HZ SHOES





Ken's Black side, plain
Foe. 16-inch and It4-ineh
fops. Pane° soles.
!vanes, reduced for this
sale- -
$2.99
hang otla r Men's Ind




1,adit s' Full-Fashioned. Many colors to select
Sizes 8 to 91 79c and SLan quality. Our
Sale Price Only
MEN! HERE IS A REAL BUY.
49c
9ne lot of Black Calf, Good )'ern' welt, blucher and
bal., Style Oxfords. S.'? Fabius for $2.29
LADIES ARCH SUPPORT OXFORDS
slack kid. Solid leather. Sizes .? to 9. Widths 1.-1
to EEE. Sale Price $2.59




















THE F(LTON COUNTY NEWS FULTON, KENTUCKY
WEAKS—CARR
A marriage of much interest to
wide circle of friends in Kentucky
and Tennessee was that of Mis#
Mary Neil Carr to Leslie Hunte.
Weeks, which was quietly solemn-
ized at the home of the bride's par-
ents Saturday afterndon at five
 NON111,115111111111111•11111 clock.
Pie ceremony was performed by
iv Rev E N Mathis, pastor of the
First Methodist Church of Fulton,
in the presence of only the mem-
bers of the immediate families.
The bride wore a costume suit 0'
da:k green with fox collar and se
cessories of brown. Her fluweis
were talisman roses and valley lilies.
The bride is the daughter of
Judge and Mrs. Herbert Carr. Slit;
received her education at Gulf Park
College, Gulfport, Miss., and al
Hamilton College in Lexington,
Kentucky
The groom, soli of Mrs P II
Weeks. is a member of the firm of
P 11 Weaks Sons, Is a graduate o
Vanderbilt University. a member of
1) K. E Fiaternity, is an active
member and former president of
the Fulton Country Club.
The couple left immediately after
the ceremony for a trip to Florida
and the Gulf Coast.
DR. SELDON COHN
102 %alma St., Fulton. Ky.
Eye, Ear, Nose, 7' hroat
SPECIAL
.ITTENTION
To the accurate fitting
of eye glaSSCS.
farrricE W01.1118:















Mrs. Robert Whitehead was hos
teas to a well planned bridge show-
er Saturday afternoon, honoring
Miss Margaret Curlin who will
move to Hickman soon. Two table'
of players were present. At the
conclusion of the games high I
score was held by Mrs. Uel Kille-
brew who received bath powder I
Miss Jane Scates held second high
score and was presented an attrac-
tive cigarette holder.
Late in the evening the hostess
served delicious refreshments to
the following guests who presented
't.tets Curlin with many beautiful
'Excellent'




Excellent, will be your enthusiastic verdict about your




Brnwriar Millino. I %AU 11111111/111111b 1 6,11,•
STATE LINE ST.—FULTON, KY.
.11W Ilan. 14.1 Ku u ii(or4 progifelf•
lebiew. Glynn Bushart. Misses Jane sive contrail were elooyed at the
:-kates, Stusi Calla:Ain and Mai the end of WI111:11 high 1W01.1' among the
Moore, Mesdames Dun Gardner and club members was held by Miss
Carlyle Kirkland, both of Union Adolphus Mae Latta who received
City. lovely hose, as prize. Muss Mary
TEN DAYS IN FLORIDA Anderson held visitors' high seore
Mr. and Mrs. John Koehn and and WWI presented beautiful linen
Mr and Mrs William Clifford of handkerchiefs as prize
Indianapolis, Ind , left Months ft: At a late hour the hostess 'ii viii
Miami, Fla, where they w;11 spend a lovely sided plate with coco eels
tbout ten days. They wn! !return
'ty way of Washington wlera they
will visit the many iteertetnig
stints of that city.
McCAMPBELLS LEAVE
FOR MONTGOMERY, ALA. January 17 with Miss Eunice Rovers
Mr. and Mrs. R ii. MeCanspbell at her home on Central-av
left Fulton Sunday for Montgomery TUESDAY NIGHT CLUB
Ala, where they will move this Mr. and Mrs. Grimy Varden were
week end to ninke their future host and hostess to their bridge 004
home. The children, Julia, Lucille, Tuesday night at their home on
John and Bob, will leave at eight College•st. Two tables of club
o'ciock Saturday morning. They members were present and enloy•
will be met in Birmingham, Ala., ed games of progressive continet
by Mr anti Mrs. McCampbell and throughsait the evening. At the t•tid
will make the remainder of the of the games high score priies
trip by motor were presented to Mrs. Ernest Me
The MeCampbells have mode Cullum and Mr. Virgil Davis. Both
many friends since their stay in received lovely gifts
Fulton who regret their leaving At a late hour the hostess served
delicious sandwichea and tee. Mr.
WEEK END AT BEAVER DAM and Mrs. Ernest Mertilliim will
Mrs. W L. Taylor went to Bea- entertain the chili at its next meet-
ver Dam near Princeton, Ky., last mg.
week end to spend several days with • - -
her husband who is located there SUNDAY AT SHILOH PARK
week. 
Sheeu. s.111 return to her home in Mr. and Mrs. John Daniels, Mis
Fair Heights the latter part of this Lucille Green and Munro,' Lutlier
v
spent Sunday at Shilun Natienal
Park and Muscle Shoals. They re-
UNEEDUS CIRCLE MEETS turned to Fulton Sunday nicht.
The Uneedus Circle of the First
Methodist Woman's Missionary So- THURSDAY AFTERNOON CLVIJ
ciety met Monday night, January Mrs. Clyde Williams was besides;
13th, with Mrs. Wallis Koelling at to her afternoon bridge club last
her home on Fourth-st with Mrs. L. Thursday at her home in Fair
C. Adams, asssistant hostess. The Heights. Three tables of player:3
meeting was opened with prayer were present which included two
by Miss Ava Nelle Green. The tables of club menibers and one of
guestspresident, Mrs. Wallus Koelling pre- 
sidedover the business ssesion. The Serial games of progressive con-
minutes were read by the new secre- tract were enjoyed after which
tary, Miss Lena Evelyn Taylor, high score among the visitors was
!which were approved. Mrs. George held by Mrs. Hardeman Howard of
Moore gave the treasurer's report Chicago, Ill. Mrs. Bob White held
Business activities for the coming club members' high score. both
to the members and follewing
guests. Misses Sarah Helen Wil-
liams, Julia end Lucille McCamp-
hell, Mary Anderson. Martha Moore
and Mrs. Gene Moon
The club will meet Friday night
months were dissussed during were presented beautiful prizes
- whcih a discussion was held of the Late in the evening the hostess
Holland's Magazine" campaign served a lovely salad plate.
Subsc.iptions to this magazine will
be sold oy this group from the
dates of February 1st to February
. 22nd.
I Miss Marguerite Butts, program
chairman, made a very interesting
report on the Young People's Con-
; ference of the Methodist church
held in Memphis, Tenn., last week
which she attended. She made a
. very interesting review of the lec-
ture given at this meeting by Ka-
; gawa who is known as the "world's
greatest Christian." and who is
making a world tour.
The very intc resting Bible study
lesson was given by Mrs. John
Daniels.
At the close of the program the
pledge srevice was held which is
enacted at the beginning of each
' sac. The meeting was dismissed
..1/4.ith prayer by Miss Mildred Gra-
ham.
' The hostesses served a delicious
dessret course to twenty-two regu-
lar members, two new members,
Mrs. Robert Bard and Mrs. Ernest
McCollum, and these visitors, Miss-
- 7.'ai-garet King, and Juba Me-
1
 
Cciii.pbell, Mrs. Finis Houston and
• Mrs. C. D. McIntosh.
BUY—
SWIFT CHICKS
EARLY CHICKS GROW FASTER
AND ARE MORE PROEM
"Here I arm just out in the
world and wondering if I
should go back into my
shell. What are you going
to do for me."
WHITE ROCKS, BARRED ROCKS, RHODE
ISLAND REDS, BUFF ORPHINGTONS,
WHITE LEGHORNS, AND
WHITE WIANDOTTS.
Place Your Order in Advance,
Swift's New Hatchery
FACT 4:T %TT t PHONE 293 S. l'I'LTON, TENN.
 # THURSDAY NIGHT CLUB
Mrs. George Moore delightfully
entertained her bridge club Thurs-
day night at the home of her mo-
ther, Mrs. Moore Joyner, in High-
lands. Three tables of players were
present which included regular
club members with a number of
4 ILAN
STRAND—THEATRE—








BUFFALO BILL JR. in
"TRAILS OF ADVENTURE"







SEE: Giant Gorillas waiting
to crush out life! Ravenous
lions and snarling tigers
crouching for the spring of
death! SEE: Man-eating croc
odiles slightering out of mud-
dy swamps ready to snap pon-
derous jaws on white flesh!
Mammoth pythons spitting
venom and baring tangs:
.1..^.-vormporwmpairpr "qh ,.. 91111P*10,Kr
es
(Web, pi ties 1.0te
gum - ii progressive contract At the ., ,tetieir
the cohelu'llets if Ilie iligh L.„1",,,.
score Among the holies t to. Iuid
by Mrs Abe Jolley who 1.4.4-1eiviht1 W1.4:1 IN N11:4,,l'.•,11'1'1
llovely handkerchiefs Mr Chivies; Mr . 1 1. 1,• 0,1
rece,ved hi, .11111 gentle. v
and Nit i‘ 
1/11/1. 
Mi.
wi,ete they Ateteled Iltr. I . 1, 
Dulic6
Ii't
 "Lit '"''t ' '"' I". " Mt 1).1% fothet
served HI 1..1.11... Ii
the evening
111111011111111101M001111111111111.1110111111suiMi an•I Ali V• -; hp; wall
will entail:on th•
TUV.DAY
The Tire ,firs. tainelasai Cloh s‘a
entertained hy Mis i‘ii iii
her Ott ,t Two to•
hjli't ii player.. set it present .11.1
.ti ti'vir..k •ielielitful
eon wits served at the card tables
Severul games of progressive
'contritet weie etrifyi.d at the end
of which torflt score for the after'
noon wan held by Mrs Abe Jolley
She wa lee...sited a lovely hot r••11
II"1 
Ii
Vi .: I and Mrs CharICS1111011; to tlw viol. were Mrs
Itmforti Mu l Ve•ter Freeman well
'w finites ..t the club's next meet•
'rig
NIGHT CLUB
Mrs Harry Murphy WII3 h0111C1.
to her bridge club Thursday night
at her home on Second-st Thrte
itables of players were present and
participated in the games of i••
grersi.a. contrind Visitins for ;
evening were Mr and Mrs Leslie
Weeks end Mrs Lois /Widmer!
At the clinclusitai of ses.
games high score iimone the hi.•
was held by Mrs Hindman




host and hostess to their bridge
club Tuesday night at their home
on Carr-st Three tables of club r.
TUESDAY NIGHT CLUB
Dr. and Mrs Seldon Cohn were. 






























THE SALE FOR WHICH VOL HA FE lit.'EN WAITING!
THE OUTSTANDING SALE EVENT OF THE NEW )'EAR!
HUNDREDS OF VALUES—REMARKABLE SAVINGS ! !
Starts Sat. January 18th, 9 A.M.
2100 MERCIIAN7'S HAFT ( \I 1.1)
 ArM1111111101111111Mearit. 
ENAMELWARE
Sauce Pans. Pudding Pans, 1.
CANNON TOWELS
TO MAiik; AlliS S..iLE POSSIBLE




Extra large pit c it your chnict
t LIITAMI LIAM/RIC
plural:1J




Keeps your hair lustrous lit'
TUMBLERS
Good size. Three for 9a
MIXING BOWLS
Rose-Colored. 7 1-2 inch tic
KITCHEN ALUMINUM
Pans You'll need every day Sc
RAYON HOSIERY
EMI/ ni.(ieking
PEI I TIE VALUES
9/.














Ai &Uplift ill .` Nizt
kEICIIEN TOOLS
'spoons stratirers Forks, elt•
FEI T HAS,: RUGS
s•,7,1 1ax36 Si'
POPI•I.AR rout
I ai the Children 91
ELECTRIC GOODS
Sc Otiset Sockets, Kitchen Tap 9e
Appliance Pities, each Sc






HUNDREDS OF OTHER VALUES too NUMEROUS TO MENTIONmmum.-




11111=111* ' irate- ''twirti•-
El. 1.1.0.V. KV,
• 1
